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5GRAVESTONES AS MIRROR: A VISUAL DISCOURSE ON BATU ACEH
Abstract
This practice-led research project was conducted to recognise the artistic and cultural
significance of the Batu Aceh from several perspectives and interpretations through the
use of drawing and printmedia. Batu Aceh gravestones were created between the
thirteenth to nineteenth centuries by Muslim communities in Southeast Asia. Batu Aceh
have special characteristics which lie in their form and socio-cultural context. In my
studio research I explore the various forms of Batu Aceh, and their ornamentation, via
multiple series of drawings employing a range of experimental processes, materials and
techniques. My engagement with the Batu Aceh is personal and subjective and my
reflections and speculations on them have evolved over my period of study. Drawing
was chosen as the medium for perceptual disclosure and artistic interpretation due to
its own visual characteristics, such as directness, spontaneity and modesty of means.
Through drawing, the Batu Aceh subject is perceived and interpreted using three
approaches, which are representational-realistic, subjective-intuitive and contextual-
schematic. As a result, the drawings have highlighted my personal experiences
pertaining to the quality and formation features of Batu Aceh as well as spatial, temporal
and socio-cultural contexts that relate to their existence. The idea underlying this
project is significant and relevant as it suggests that artistic interpretation could
broaden the appreciation, experience and perception towards historical objects like
Batu Aceh.
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9Introduction
This practice-led research project takes the form of several series of drawings and print
media works which explore and interpret the personal and cultural meanings that I
associate with Batu Aceh. These explorations are related to the ideas of memory,
experience and loss, themes of darkness, the unknown or the unfathomable, and issues of
erasure, identity, and place. In this context, drawings and print media are created in
order to poetically explore my emotions and to record my thoughts and reflections on
Batu Aceh.
During my candidature I have created over one hundred artworks, in nine art series:
Realistic Approach, Erasure, Opaque Black, Linear Exploration 1, Linear Exploration 2,
Bitumen, Ballad of the Lost Map, Ambiguous Map, and Layers of Context. The significant
artworks in each series were showcased in my examination exhibition. This
introduction concludes with a chapter summary outline of the three focal stages of my
research: the first is related to the physical form of Batu Aceh, next is the expression of
my inner voice, and finally my visual and metaphoric interpretation of Batu Aceh’s
context.
Batu Aceh1 is a type of gravestone used by Muslim people in insular Southeast Asia (fig.
1). Batu Aceh is believed to have been discovered in Aceh, Northern Sumatra, Indonesia
around the thirteenth century.2 Initially, these gravestones were used by the royal
families but gradually they came to be used by various upper classes of the Muslim
community in other parts of Sumatra and spread to the Malay Peninsula as well to Java
1In this exegesis, the words ‘Batu Aceh’ and ‘stone’ are used interchangeably referring to Batu Aceh.
2Daniel Perrett and Kamarudin Abd. Razak, Batu Aceh Johor dalam Perbandingan (Comparative Study on
Batu Aceh in Johor) (Johor Bahru: YayasanWarisan Johor, 2004), xiii.
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and Borneo.3 Batu Aceh has distinctive features which distinguishes it from other
gravestones created in the Islamic culture in Southeast Asia. Daniel Perrett and
Kamaruddin A. Razak claim that Batu Aceh differs from other gravestones in terms of its
materials, shapes and decorations.4 Created in the shape of either a slab or a basic
column structure, the shapes and decorations on Batu Aceh vary according to time and
location. Nevertheless, there are general characteristics that typify Batu Aceh. A Batu
Aceh generally has six distinctive parts: a top, head, shoulder, body, foot or base and
shaft (fig. 2).5 Each part has decorative elements that differ in terms of pattern and style,
based on the place and time of creation. The variety of the shapes of Batu Aceh can
finally be classified into six general classifications, also known as the Batu Aceh
typologies.6 The Batu Aceh tradition slowly ended at the beginning of the nineteenth
century.7 For almost six hundred years of its existence in Southeast Asia, the Batu Aceh
tradition highlighted various evolving shapes and unique gravestone decorations as
well as potentially complex socio-cultural ties.
Below I will provide a brief description of how and why I came to choose Batu Aceh as
the main subject of this research. During my postgraduate studies in art history in
Adelaide (from 2006 to 2007), I was introduced to an object known as Lawang Kuri (fig.
3). Lawang Kuri refers to a set of double doors which are believed to have been created
some time during the eighteenth century. In the context of the Muslim community in the
South Sumatran province of Lampung where they practise the Pepadun customs, the
3Daniel Perrett, ‘Some reflection on ancient Islamic tombstones known as Batu Aceh in the Malay World,’
Indonesia and the Malay World Vol. 35, No. 103 (November 2007): 314.
4Daniel Perret and Kamarudin Abd. Razak, Batu Aceh Warisan Sejarah Johor (Batu Aceh, a Historical
Heritage of Johor) (Johor Bahru: Yayasan Warisan Johor, 1999), xxi.
5 Othman Mohd. Yatim, Batu Aceh Early Islamic Gravestones in Peninsular Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur:
Department of Museums Malaysia, 2006), 27.
6 The set of Batu Aceh Typologies used as a reference in this study was developed by Daniel Perret and
Kamaruddin Razak as published in their book, Batu Aceh, a Historical Heritage of Johor. It was chosen
since it represents the most comprehensive set of typologies for the various shapes of Batu Aceh.
7Perrett and Razak, Batu Aceh Johor dalam Perbandingan (Batu Aceh Johor in Comparison), xii.
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Lawang Kuri is a wooden gate in the traditional kingdom of ancient Indonesia. It is
usually adorned with decorations and used in certain customary rituals or events and is
very complex in terms of the design and engravings carved into the wood. After
studying the Lawang Kuri I became more inclined towards focusing my energy on
creating art that revolves around Muslim Malay cultural objects which I found unique.
This led me to utilise various images and object representations to create artwork,
including images of Muslim Malay carvings, Islamic decorations and illuminations, and
images of Malay Muslim facade architecture.
In addition to being intrigued by the details in the Lawang Kuri carvings, I was also
struck by the way imagery is translated and stylised based on an idea or concept. I was
also fascinated by the way the images as a composition. I decided to focus on exploring
how similar qualities could be found in Malay culture and undertake this as an art
practice-based doctoral research project.
At the early stages of my PhD project, I considered various ideas regarding objects from
traditional art objects in the Muslim Malay culture but I was not able to identify a
significant and unique object for my study. I assumed that by choosing an object with
personal significance and uniqueness (as I had found with Lawang Kuri), I would be able
to establish a more sustained and focused research and creative process.
I then began reviewing images or objects from the traditional art in Muslim Malay
culture in Southeast Asia which could be interesting as a research subject. In the process,
I encountered N.A Halim’s Early Islamic Epigraphy in Malay Archipelago8. I was
surprised to discover that the majority of photographs included in the book were of
8 N.A. Halim, Early Islamic Epigraphy in Malay Archipelago, (Kuala Lumpur: Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka,
1990).
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Islamic gravestones. One of the gravestones Halim highlighted was the Batu Aceh
gravestone. It was not the epigraphic information engraved on the Batu Aceh which
caught my attention; it was its unique shape and the character of the stone.
Looking at the images over and over again slowly triggered memories and experiences I
have had involving gravestones and Batu Aceh in particular. The first thing that
appealed to me about Batu Aceh is its unique and unusual shape compared to other
gravestones I have seen or knew existed in Malaysia. The carving, features and the style
of this gravestone prompted me to pay more attention to it. Throughout my life, I have
come across several cemeteries containing Batu Aceh whenever I entered villages or the
outskirts of the city. I would wonder at these gravestones and question their different
shapes and any particular or significant meaning that they may hold.
Apart from its shape, I was curious about the particular locations and surroundings of
Batu Aceh. There is an area in Aceh, Indonesia where Batu Aceh have been made into a
special mausoleum which is fenced off and well maintained (fig. 4). There are also areas
of Batu Aceh, for example in Kota Tinggi, Johor, which are regarded as special sacred
gravestones; so much so that they were often swathed in coloured fabric (fig. 5). There
are also Batu Aceh which are disregarded and abandoned around Malay houses and
villages.
I have encountered various perceptions or specific meanings associated with Islamic
gravestones. As a child I was made to feel frightened of tombstones through mystical or
ghost stories which created a sense of mystery come nightfall in dark cemeteries.
Tombstones are also associated with rituals or superstitions which take place at night.
Later I began to understand that tombstones symbolised the permanent loss or
departure of a person from this world, symbolising the memory of someone who has
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passed. A tombstone is also a symbol of self-reflection to remind us of death and
prepare us for the afterlife.
Batu Aceh is a cultural cue which evokes my past relationships and memories. These
emerge as experiences of loss and darkness. At the same time, my fascination with the
shape of these gravestones has prompted many questions about them. This has become
an opportunity for me to delve into my experience and explore other possibilities for
my artwork. Hence, I decided to make Batu Aceh as the focus of the practice-led
research as a subject for the visualisation of the ideas, experiences, and emotions that I
have regarding relationships, associations and memories of significance to me.
In the context of art practice, to my knowledge no artist has previously used Batu Aceh
as his or her research subject. There were only two artists who incorporated Muslim
gravestones in general into their artwork. Indonesian artist A.D. Pirous (b. 1932) has
extracted two elements from gravestones i.e. calligraphy and their rough texture, to be
used as subjects in his artwork. The ideas from his artwork which feature those
elements are related to the Islamic faith, wisdom and tradition – all of which are
significant in the history of Indonesian culture.9 In this context, the texture of the old
gravestones was utilised as a metaphor of the tradition and history.10 In addition,
Malaysian artist Nadiah Bamadhaj (b. 1968) has also used the subject of Malay Muslim
gravestones in her artwork. Through her artwork, Bamadhaj has depicted gravestones
as a significant monument. Gravestones were used as a marker which contained
historical values linked to certain political aspirations and ideas. Her artwork revolves
9 A.D. Pirous, “37 years of Islamic calligraphic art in Indonesia”, Art Talk at School of The Arts, Universiti
Sains Malaysia on 9 February 2009.
10 Ibid.
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around the issue of power and discourse in the context of South East Asian modern
history. 11
Returning to the context of the studio exploration I embarked on, I chose to use
drawings and print media in my exploration of Batu Aceh. Even though I have always
used drawings and print media as my art medium, I felt that it still had further potential
in the context of this project. As compared to other art mediums, I have found drawings
and drawing processes an effective and sincere way to portray my wishes, thoughts and
emotions. Now I would try to discover a different side or essence to drawings that could
propel me further and more importantly, expand my perception and understanding of
drawing and of Batu Aceh.
There are three general ideas which had helped in deepening my understanding and
broadening my perception of drawings in this project. The first idea is of drawings as a
window from which to look into and explore oneself. This idea came about when I was
working on the series Erasure and then later in Opaque Black, in the first phase of this
project. This was during the first four months of my second year of candidature. The
second idea is of drawings as an outcome and process of speculation. This idea was
relevant throughout the second phase of this project which involves the series Linear
Exploration 1, Linear Exploration 2 and Bitumen. The idea of speculation in the drawings
was applied for eight months during my second year of candidature. The third idea
came to me when I became influenced by the method employed by artist Julie Mehretu.
Through her drawings, I could observe and learn the strategy of radically and
elaborately combining elements in drawings in order to express an idea or context. This
third idea was utilised during my third year of candidature.
11 Exhibition Catalogue, 1965 Rebuilding its monuments – An Installation of drawings by Nadiah Bamadhaj,
Galeri Petronas, KLCC, 7 April - 6 May, 2001, without page number.
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With regards to the first idea of drawing as a means to look into and explore oneself, I
obtained this idea from a statement made by Malaysian artist, Hasnul Jamal Saidon (b.
1965). He explained how drawings act as a window which allows us to see and explain
something that cannot be seen with the naked eye. Through this window, the viewer can
dive deep into himself just as the artist who drew it does.12 Saidon explained that
drawings can interpret the surroundings which contain man’s thoughts and spirit. This
statement made me reconsider the purpose and goal of the drawing itself. After working
with drawings for a long time, I was now taking a step back and reflected, “Why, and for
what, am I drawing? Must drawings be related only to the real world alone? What if I
used drawings to look deep into myself and draw my attitudes, emotions or thoughts?”
I slowly began to realise that drawing held such great potential in giving voice to my
inner self and to promote new understandings of the cultural artefact of Batu Aceh.
Drawings are not only related to what the eyes can behold, but also to emotions and
minds, giving visual voice to my soul in perceiving things. I began to realise that a good
drawing is not limited to rendering the sensation of form; it must also be born of an
inner urge to discover meaning, and to then give form to that meaning.
I began to think of Saidon’s idea after completing the first series in the first phase of this
project, Realistic Approach. I was taken by the idea and began to see a wider drawing
potential. At the same time, I began to realise that deeper and more significant creative
evocations must be expressed from my experiences with Batu Aceh. I needed to look
deeper into the gravestones and expand the boundaries and spaces of my feelings and
experiences. This realization was critical in the context of this project and gave me
12Hasnul Jamal Saidon, In Between the Lines – A retrospective of drawing works 1979 – 2004, (Penang:
Muzium dan Galeri Tuanku Fauziah USM, 2008), 22.
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courage to explore my inner soul in perceiving Batu Aceh and themes such as loss,
memories, or erasure.
I began to slowly consider my own self, my experiences and my emotions involving Batu
Aceh. Through the second and third series entitled Erasure and Opaque Black
respectively, I began to internalise the drawings which are not only linked to the outer
layer of the subject but are also interpretation of the experiences I had. The outcome is
that I began to feel that the space for exploration became much bigger, unrestricted and
meaningful. Saidon’s idea instilled an awareness in me to perceive and explore my
experiences through drawings.
The second general idea which had an impact on me is the idea of drawings as a
speculative activity and process. This idea came from Francis D.K. Ching (b. 1943) who
explained that drawings are a recording of the visualisation or imagination of our
mental images. It is also related to the physical reaction (drawing) which is full of
undiscovered possibilities in the beginning.13 While drawing, we cannot rely on any tool
to accurately represent what is desired. We are actually heavily reliant on the nature
and process of drawing itself. The nature and process of drawing are related to the
creative speculative nature of the mind when we think or react (while drawing).14 From
this perspective, Ching further explains that drawing is an ambiguous process whereby
we draw something based on the instruction or suggestion of our thoughts without any
precise knowledge of where the drawing will lead us to, nor how the drawing will
eventually come to be. It is in this process of uncertainty that the speculative nature will
grow and give form to a drawing.
13 Francis DK Ching, Drawing: A Creative Process, (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1990),181-182.
14 Francis DK Ching with Steven P. Juroszek, Design Drawing 2nd. Ed., (New York: Wiley, 2010), 287.
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Ching is not merely discussing the speculative nature of drawings, but at the same time
he is explaining that the act of drawing could be understood and be executed in a
constructive manner. Considering that the drawing process is related to reflection and
that the result of drawing is a recording of what we visualise, therefore there exists an
opportunity for exploration and discovery.15 It is not only about naively replicating
what we want to draw. By understanding the speculative nature of the drawing process,
we can explore the drawing process itself in freely searching for what our minds and
emotions desire. By understanding this condition, we are actually placing the drawing
back into its creative realm where it operates between the realm of reality and
imagination.
By understanding drawing as a speculative process, we realise its flexible nature and
are able to open up diverse approaches in perceiving and developing it. Ching suggests a
drawing can thus represent curiosity in the purest sense.16 Understanding these traits of
drawing has really given me confidence and freedom in perceiving and producing my
work and the courage to explore and express my inner voice. Drawing is thus not only a
means to an end, it is a tool for a speculative exploratory process. In the case of Batu
Aceh, by understanding the nature of drawing from this perspective, my responses to
the gravestones became rich with possibilities.
This new perspective was highlighted in the three series entitled Linear Exploration 1,
Linear Exploration 2 and Bitumen. The artworks produced in these three series were
non-representational and arose from the reaction and exploration done based on the
understanding of drawing as a speculative process. This gave me the courage to rely on
my intuition to guide me in highlighting the essence of my experiences. This attitude
15 Francis DK Ching, Drawing: A Creative Process, 190.
16 Ibid. 183.
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and perception also expanded all three series by focusing on the aspect of drawing
sensations based on the potential of the art medium utilised.
The third eye-opening idea about drawing occurred when I began studying the works of
Ethiopian-born American artist, Julie Mehretu (b. 1970). I was initially attracted to her
drawings which feature a lot of details and a combination of organic and geometric
elements. However, as I saw more of her drawings, I became aware of the fact that they
were in an entirely different and rather bizarre realm. It was not just their large scale
which made them stand out; they were also fully packed with complex elements of
exploration. The fine lines which overlapped with various other forms and elements
were organised in a complex manner. In the end, Mehretu’s drawings depicted a realm
which is not only dynamic but also ambiguous in nature with the presence of the
various elements.
Over time, it was not just the shapes which attracted me to Mehretu’s drawings, but it
was the strategies she employed in constructing her visual illusions which interpret
space and forms from reality into a record of a dynamic and complex personal world.
Even though I had been influenced by Robert Rauschenberg’s paintings which centred
on juxtaposition and layering strategies, I found that Mehretu’s artwork featured a more
subtle and detailed layering characteristic, and that her method of organising the
elements as interpretations of ideas and context to be refreshing and sophisticated. Her
artworks were not merely about radical linear expressions; they depicted control over
the sophistication of the elements involved.
This further influenced me as a framework for producing the final three series in the
last phase of this project. When considering the aspect of context for the Batu Aceh, I
began thinking of elements to be included and the best way to organise them. The
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decision to use photographic images and map manipulation in the series Ballad of the
Lost Map, Ambiguous Map and Layers of Context was partly influenced by Mehretu’s
artwork. The image transfer techniques that I used for stacking, combining and layering
photographic images or maps onto the artwork became the vehicle for organising my
work. The key point that I have learned from Mehretu’s artwork, and proceeded to
translate through my own, is that combining, stacking and layering imagery are not
merely a matter of playing with images. I found that an image does not exist in a vacuum.
Instead, its appearance is related and interacts with other images surrounding it. From
this perspective I presented a discourse of images which I interpreted based on my
personal experience. This was way to unfold stories relating to my recollections of the
gravestones through visual methods. Mehretu’s artwork awakened me to broader, more
complex and diverse possibilities for drawings. I realised that the meaning and
significance of drawing was not just in its imagery, but also about the perception,
strategy, method and format of representation.
Other ideas related to drawing influenced my perceptions and my application of
techniques in several of my series of work. For example, while working on the Erasure
series, I had read on the connections between drawing, techniques and medium
exploration. Bernard Chaet suggests that sometimes, drawings are created from desire
to build images and at the same time, to placate one’s own inner preoccupation. In a
higher state of mental awareness, technique is applied to interpret ideas without the
interference of emotion while on a lower state of mental control, technique is used as a
tool for surface treatment.17 This prompted me to use an eraser as a medium to erase
certain images on the drawings. I also became bolder in highlighting features and
17 Bernard Chaet, The Art of Drawing 3rd Edition, (United States, Wadsworth Thomson Learning, 1983),
226.
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characteristics of graphite works. Chaet’s idea influenced me to employ medium as a
vehicle to emphasise the message that I wanted to deliver through drawings.
While working on the Erasure series, I also stumbled upon the idea to use drawings as a
temporal art. Pamela M. Lee points out that making a mark on a drawing is a process
that takes time. When looking at drawings, we are seeing the effects and techniques that
are related with the time taken to produce it.18 The character of a drawing allows it to
record the process of its creation. This idea prompted me to experiment with the “draw
and erase” process. In erasing what I had drawn, I had regarded drawing as a process of
creating a mark and erasing it in a particular time frame.
I was also influenced by the idea of producing drawings using extended tools or
techniques. I obtained this idea from Mick Maslen and Jack Southern writing on Claude
Heath’s method of producing artwork. Maslen and Southern state that sometimes artists
need different external support tools to deliver their ideas. These tools not only give
different visual effects but also change the way we perceive or interact with subjects.19
This influenced me to switch from conventional art media to the use of iris print while
working on the drawings for the Linear Exploration 2 series.
18 Pamela M. Lee, “Some kind of duration: the temporality of drawing as process art,” Afterimage: Drawing
Through Process, ed. Cornelia H. Butler (Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1999), 25-26.
19Mick Maslen and Jack Southern, The Drawing Projects An Exploration of the Language of Drawing
(London: Black Dog Publishing, 2011), .
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Research Question
There are four aims of this research project;
First, to bring attention to the wider public, through singular attention and creative
focus, the erosion of knowledge and experience of Batu Aceh.
Second, employed a range of drawing approaches from realistic to abstract in order to
relay a sense of personal confusion and to convey a wider sense of cultural loss for the
Malay-Muslim societies in the Malay Archipelago (Nusantara).
Third, to create an argument for drawing as a tool for gaining knowledge. I aimed to
further this argument through a close examination of Batu Aceh making use of
traditional drawing approaches such as cross-hatching and volumetric rendering.
Forth, to connects cultural understandings of Malay-Muslim communities with regard to
a fear of the dead. I investigated this as a metaphor for comprehending the
incomprehensible.
My key research question was to explore how I could translate, interpret and record,
through drawings and print media, my personal and cultural encounters with Batu Aceh
in order to express my concern regarding the erosion of the knowledge and experience
regarding this gravestone.
Some of the personal experiences I associated with Batu Aceh involved memories and
sensations of loss, darkness, erasure, and mystery. Broader cultural experiences raised
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questions of identity and place, and further aspects of Batu Aceh remained unknown
and unfathomable.
I see the Batu Aceh as truly unique and distinctive, not only as a visual artefact, but as an
object of profound personal and cultural significance. They evoked memories and
emotions almost lost to me, since they took place over three decades ago, and
reintroduced me to my past self. This cultural object came to act as a medium or mirror
in providing a reflection of my “self”. I was able to recall what I felt when I went through
all those moments of experiencing loss, of memories of visiting cemeteries, and of
forging through the realm of darkness and the mystery and fear that fell upon me at the
time. Batu Aceh became a catalyst which awakened me to my unique experiences of the
culture in which I lived and grew up. In my doctoral research I was able to translate,
interpret and embody my personal emotions and cultural experiences and externalise
them through my drawings and print media artwork. As well as promoting greater
awareness of the significance of Malay cultural artefacts like Batu Aceh, in exploring this
form via a wide range of media in drawing and print, I demonstrate how the meaning
and poetic power of artworks is generated through the nature of processes and material
as much as it is by representational imagery.
Additionally, through this project I highlight my personal experiences of Batu Aceh, a
subject rarely openly discussed in the Malay-Muslim communities in Nusantara. I have
sought to explore how I could artistically represent the image of Batu Aceh, an artefact
that has remained a taboo cultural topic and mostly hidden in the discourse of the
Malay-Muslim communities. I aimed to convey the significance of my perceptions and
lived experiences of Batu Aceh and share these experiences with my community as well
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as other communities. In my studio research, I have explored a range of imagery and
processes testing their potential for conveying Batu Aceh’s significance as a cultural
object that has been in existence for the past five hundred years or so within the
Nusantara Malay-Muslim communities.
Chapter Summary and Research Methodology
The development of this project can be seen as involving three broad stages and this is
reflected in organisation of the first three chapters to follow.
In the first chapter I focused on establishing the shapes and physicality of Batu Aceh.
This develops as the three subchapters titled Realistic Approach, Erasure and Opaque
Black. In the first level of exploration, I made the shapes of Batu Aceh the subject of my
drawings in order to build a higher awareness of its physical features. Four types of
mediums were used: pencils, charcoals, eraser and graphite on papers. In the
subchapter titled Realistic Approach, my focus was on producing fine realistic drawings.
Specifically, I focused the overall shape of the gravestone and its decorative details.
In the following subchapter, Erasure, I expanded the exploration of the artwork by
bringing to attention the issue of the current erosion of knowledge and experience
regarding Batu Aceh. This was done using pencils, graphite and erasers on paper to give
strong contrast and graphic effects through the draw and erase technique. In the last
subchapter of the first chapter, I highlighted my sense of dark experience, intrigue and
the unknown aspects of Batu Aceh. In this subchapter which is titled Opaque Black, I
used charcoal as a symbol of darkness and to convey my feelings of ignorance about
Batu Aceh.
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There are also three subchapters in the second chapter. In this second level of
exploration, I focused on the statement of my inner voice and drew on my intuition to
bring out elements which had long been deeply buried inside me. For this purpose, I
used three mediums which I thought had the potential to produce exploratory drawings.
Through the Linear Exploration 1 series, I used pen, ink and gouache on paper in
gestural drawings which featured doodling and contour lines. In Linear Exploration2 I
created line-based drawings were produced using computer-based iris prints. The iris
print technique highlighted ideas regarding space and time in the drawing process. In
the series titled Bitumen, I used bitumen to achieve several unique visual effects.
Bitumen also has personal associations related to my experience with Batu Aceh and so
here I exploited the particular material properties of the medium itself.
The three subchapters in chapter three are Ballad of the Lost Map, Ambiguous Map and
Layers of Context. Chapter three focuses on my experience and personal interpreations
regarding the cultural contexts of Batu Aceh. These series were more focused on the
issues of visual organisation and composition. This involved the use of metaphorical
images such as maps and photographic images related to the sociocultural context of
Batu Aceh. The production of works for all these three series used the technique of
image transfer on paper. This technique that is flexible for creating a variety of effects
and for editing and recomposing images.
Through the subchapter titled Ballad of the Lost Map, I metaphorically highlight my
sense of confusion in seeking to better understand Batu Aceh. This was expressed
through the combination of Batu Aceh’s images and maps which were edited together
and yet carried no coherent meaning. In the subchapter titled Ambiguous Map, the idea
of a confusing or confounding experience regarding the contexts of Batu Aceh was
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illustrated by generating new mapping compositions that carried no meaning nor
purpose. The last subchapter in chapter three is titled Layers of Context. In this
subchapter, I highlight my sense of the complexity involved in constructing a socio-
cultural context for Batu Aceh. and this was highlighted through combining multiple
images packed into dense compositions.
Main References
Throughout the process of creating artwork in this project, I utilised several main
references in the form of artworks and art texts. The artists whose artworks I studied
include: Max Ernst (1891–1976), Cy Twombly (1928–2011), David Salle (b. 1952),
Robert Longo (b.1953), Jim Dine (b.1935), Julie Mehretu (b.1970), Robert Rauschenberg
(1925-2008), Claude Heath (b. 1964), Susan Castleden (b. 1968), Ruth Watson (b. 1962),
Malaysian-born artists Ahmad Zakii Anwar (b.1955), Awang Damit Ahmad (b. 1956),
Abdul Latiff Mohidin (b. 1941), Jalaini Abu Hassan (b. 1963), Hamir Soib (b. 1969),
Ibrahim Hussein (1936-2009) and Tajuddin Ismail (b.1949). Artworks by Robert Longo
and Ahmad Zakii Anwar were reference points to discuss the idea of the intense use of
charcoal on paper, the factor of scale in drawings, and the focus on specific subjects. In
considering works by Julie Mehretu, Ibrahim Hussein and Tajuddin Ismail, I attempted
to further understand dynamism and linear control in exploring space and
compositional creation in drawings. Jim Dine’s artwork on the other hand, fascinated
me because of his use of “draw and erase” technique, specifically in his Untitled Tool
Series. I was struck by the meticulous rendering in Shahzia Sikander’s drawings, that
highlighted paradoxical social realities in Laos. As for Robert Rauschenberg, I chose his
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work as my main source of reference due to the nature of his artwork laden with
overlays, layers and juxtapositions which create new contexts or new readings.
Among the publications I used were Batu Aceh Warisan Sejarah Johor (Batu Aceh, a
Historical Heritage of Johor)20 and Batu Aceh Johor dalam Perbandingan (Comparative
Study on Batu Aceh in Johor) 21, both written by Daniel Perret and Kamaruddin Abd.
Razak. These two books contained new findings regarding the location and shapes of
Batu Aceh, particularly those found in Malaysia. The photographs of Batu Aceh used in
this project were mostly extracted from these publications. I referred to Batu Aceh Early
Islamic Gravestones in Peninsular Malaysia by Othman Mohd. Yatim and N.A Halim’s
Early Islamic Epigraphy in Malay Archipelago, specifically in order to understand the
cultural interpretations, contexts, location of Batu Aceh.
For references on drawing I used the books Drawing A Creative Process by Francis D.K.
Ching and The Drawing Projects: An Exploration of the Language of Drawing by Mick
Maslen and Jack Southern. References were made regarding perceptions, process and
techniques of drawings. Two other books used were Contemporary Drawing from the
1960s to now by Katherin Stout and Drawing Now by Bernice Rose. Both of these books
were resources to interpret the development of drawing ideas and practices by key
artists.
Overall, drawings I produced during this project are a testimony of my position and
reality as a contemporary Malay Muslim man, as I viewed and interacted with objects in
my culture from a bygone era. My considerations in this matter were also affected by
my status as an artist trained in Western contemporary art traditions, and as a
20 Daniel Perret and Kamarudin Abd. Razak, Batu Aceh Warisan Sejarah Johor (Batu Aceh, a Historical
Heritage of Johor) (Johor Bahru: Yayasan Warisan Johor, 1999).
21 Daniel Perrett and Kamarudin Abd. Razak, Batu Aceh Johor dalam Perbandingan (Comparative Study on
Batu Aceh in Johor) (Johor Bahru: YayasanWarisan Johor, 2004).
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researcher whose project was based on a Western academic system and framework. All
this has affected how I viewed, thought of, and represented the Batu Aceh.
Therefore the exploration of this project is not only about drawing or Batu Aceh, it is
also a reaffirmation of my position and identity. Ideas that are implied through creating
drawings and print media art are actually grounded upon the realities of my life
experience and the values which I carry and practise. All the works I have produced as
my studio-based research during my candidature exploring the potential of drawing
and print media are a result of my searching for forms of metaphorical evocation and
poetic resonance.
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Fig. 1. The gravestone of Sultan Malik al-Salih. The first
Sultan of Samudra-Pasai (east coast of Sumatra, Indonesia). The oldest known Batu
Aceh, dated c.1297. From Epigrafi Islam Terawal di Nusantara, Dewan Bahasa dan
Pustaka, Kuala Lumpur, 1990.
Fig. 2. Parts of the Batu Aceh. From Batu Aceh: Early Islamic gravestones in Peninsular
Malaysia, Museum Association of Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, 1988.
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Fig. 3. Anonymous, Lawang Kuri, c. 1700, wood, 280 x 88 cm, Art Gallery of South
Australia, Adelaide.
Fig. 4. Batu Aceh in Biloy, Aceh, Indonesia.
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Fig. 5. Batu Aceh in Putri Jalang, Kota Tinggi, Malaysia.
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Chapter 1
In this first chapter I will discuss three series of work that I have produced during the
initial phase of this project. The first series is titled Realistic Approach. Created from
May to August in the first year of my candidature in 2012, it comprises eight realistic
drawings. They describe my early process of examining, learning about and reflecting
on the type of gravestone known as Batu Aceh. The second series, titled Erasure, was
made in the last four months of the first year of my candidature. In this series, I
produced six drawings using the method of “drawing and erasing” to address the loss or
erasure of Batu Aceh from the minds of Malay-Muslim societies in the Malay
Archipelago. Titled Opaque Black, the third series highlights the notion of darkness
associated with the mystery and obscurity of Batu Aceh. Made in 2013 in the first four
months of the second year of my candidature, this series consists of three drawings.
Realistic Approach
When I started making drawings in this first phase of the project, my mind was filled
with several questions. Although I have seen and had some experiences with Batu Aceh,
I was still troubled by a sense of strangeness and mystery about the gravestone. That
feeling occurred to me when I was developing and formulating ideas for my first
drawing. But after a while, I came to realise that the feeling I was experiencing was
actually due to my lack of knowledge about the gravestone as a cultural object. To
overcome that feeling, I decided to search further data regarding the object. However,
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even though I have managed to collect more information, the sense of mystery about the
gravestone kept on lingering in my mind.
During this time, aside from being constantly perplexed by the mysteriousness of Batu
Aceh, I also did a lot of thinking about the best approach that I should adopt to depict
the world of Batu Aceh. I eventually took the decision to draw the form and details of
Batu Aceh in a realistic mode. I believed that by making realistic drawings I could stop
my mind from brooding over various things about the mysterious Batu Aceh, and, at the
same time, hopefully I could gain more insight into its world. My decision was based on
my assumption that realistic drawings can produce accurate and effective visual
expressions.
In view of that, I believed that making realistic drawings was relevant to my work here.
In this regard, the statement by the French realist artist, Gustave Courbet (1819-1877),
that a cohesive and genuine artwork only represents things that are real and visible to
the eye, was applicable at this stage of the project.22 Courbet insisted that an artwork
must “tell the truth” and that the object drawn must be real and visible.23 It was in this
context that I decided upon depicting the gravestone as real and visible as possible in
order to build up my confidence in the existence of the object that I drew.
I began creating a series of realistic drawings of the form of Batu Aceh using the medium
of pencil on paper and with a rather high contrast approach. I produced a total of three
drawings, namely, Batu Aceh: Slab (fig. 6), Batu Aceh: Big Head Part and Batu Aceh:
Cylinder. On these drawings, I applied the slow-hatching technique. The technique is
usually used to create detailed images in realistic drawings as the lines produced are
22 Gustave Courbet in Linda Nochlin, Realism and Tradition in Art: 1848 – 1900: Sources and Documents
(New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1966), 35.
23 Jenifer Shaw, “Living Art and Dead Objects: Gustave Courbet’s Realism in Nineteenth-century Visual
Culture,” Third Text Vol.22, Issue 4 (July 2008): 470-471.
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normally shorter, closely packed, and highly controlled. It certainly requires a lot of
patience and time since it involves painstaking line control and a continuously sharp
pencil point to achieve sharp, well-defined marks.
The application of the slow-hatching technique was intrinsically connected with my
effort to get to know Batu Aceh through a drawing process. Every line, overlay, contour,
cadence and pressure was a step in my journey to discover more about the gravestone.
Creating a realistic image using the slow-hatching technique challenged my patience,
attention span and physique since it was a mentally and physically exhausting
endeavour. At times, I even grew bored and was ready to give up, but my profound
desire to explore and learn further about the subject pushed those thoughts away.
In terms of my compositional strategy, I drew the image of Batu Aceh in the middle of
the paper in a vertical format to give it an impression of being vertically suspended in
mid-air. The off-white colour of the drawing paper lends a sense of formality to the
drawn image. This compositional approach recalls that of the Pakistan-born artist
Shahzia Sikander (b. 1969) in her Quiet in the Land Project series (Laos, 2004-2008). In
the series titled Monks and Novices, Shahzia Sikander portrayed the calm and almost
emotionless faces of monks she encountered in Laos (fig. 7).24 She produced these
drawings in a highly elaborate and meticulous manner so as to highlight the paradox
she was experiencing in trying to understand the complexity of the society and history
of Laos.25 For her, the monk’s portraits embodied the delicate interplay between
materiality and ethereality, between passiveness and aggressiveness.26
24 The drawing seriesMonk and Novices is part of Sikander’s participation in The Quite in the Land project.
See http://www.thequietintheland.org/ and The quite in the Land: Luang Prabang, Laos (New York: The
quite in the Land, Inc., 2009).
25Maslen and Southern, Drawing Projects: An exploration of the Language of Drawing, 192.
26 Ibid.
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In my opinion, the strength of Sikander’s drawings mostly lies in the way she depicted
the monks’ portraits floating in the middle of the paper. Moreover, the images were
drawn realistically. This is, undoubtedly, the main factor that directs viewers’ eyes to
focus on the monks’ faces. It was this aspect that influenced me to likewise draw floating
realistic images in the middle of my drawings. I applied the method for the first three
pieces in this Realistic Approach series. I felt that it could result in a strong visual effect
that would draw viewers’ attention to the images.
After making those three realistic drawings of the form and details of Batu Aceh, I then
focused on illustrating the motifs normally found on Batu Aceh. The drawings, titled
Batu Aceh: Motif 1 (fig. 8), Batu Aceh: Motif 2 and Batu Aceh: Motif 3, were the results of
this effort. I still used the same pencil-on-paper medium, slow-hatching technique and
compositional style as before.
Upon the completion of these six drawings, I felt a huge a sense of relief and satisfaction
for two reasons. Firstly, that I have managed to artistically materialise the form and
characteristics of Batu Aceh. Secondly, that I was able to complete my journey of
discovery through a drawing process using the slow-hatching technique. The
application of this technique allowed me not merely to learn how to control the lines
but to maintain my mental and emotional self-control as well. I realised that it has
brought me to a higher degree of awareness and focus. On the surface, these drawings
reveal my process of discovering Batu Aceh and portraying it in a realistic style.
However, on a deeper level, they actually depict my engagement in self-discovery. The
drawing process also stirred me to view this stone as not merely a gravestone but a
unique and significant cultural object. The process also led me to explore other ways
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and methods of making artworks themed around Batu Aceh, thus expanding the cultural
interpretations and readings of the gravestone.
Although I felt content after finishing these six realistic drawings of Batu Aceh, I
believed there were some other aspects of realistic drawing that I could explore further.
I was thinking of depicting Batu Aceh as an important object by producing its realistic
images in a large scale format and high contrast mode. This was largely inspired by
Robert Longo’s drawings. In my opinion, Longo’s drawings, especially in the Perfect
Gods series (2007), have strong visual appeal, particularly owing to their large-scale
format and high-contrast appearance (fig. 9). Longo also drew realistic images on paper
entirely in black, using the white surface of the paper as the background.
Based on these ideatic and technical influences, I made two drawings, namely, Batu Aceh:
Monument 1 (fig. 10) and Batu Aceh: Monument 2. Both are realistic portrayals of Batu
Aceh done in a large-scale format using the medium of charcoal on paper. I see these
two works as demonstrating not only the importance of Batu Aceh but also my success
in drawing large-scale images of Batu Aceh. Additionally, they too reflect my attempt at
building up my self-confidence, firstly, in creating large-scale realistic drawings, and,
secondly, in dealing with the difficulty of exploring ideas and concepts related to Batu
Aceh. At this juncture, I was certain that by drawing an object in a realistic way I could
attain a high level of confidence and understanding of the object that I drew.
I produced realistic drawings in this series by referring to the photographs of Batu Aceh.
By doing so, I actually looked at the subject that I wanted to draw from the perspective
of photography. And by making realistic drawings from photographic images, I in fact,
acted as a passive copier. It gave me the opportunity to experience and comprehend
how photography captures and represent images. Although I was fully aware of this fact,
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I held strongly to the view that this could help me to express the real world and
tradition of Batu Aceh. It is clear here that I actually put more emphasis on the realistic
visual appearance of Batu Aceh than on my own process and experience of “drawing” its
images.
After completing eight realistic drawings, I then tried to expand on my art-making
repertiore. At that time, I was contemplating whether or not to continue making works
in a realistic style throughout this project. Even though I have managed to attain certain
achievements through the realistic drawings that I have produced, I felt that the
approach I was taking has restricted my creative exploration and limited the ways for
me to express myself.
When I was searching for ideas to widen the horizons of my drawing exploration, I came
across the notion of drawing as a window to the soul in one of Hasnul Jamal Saidon’s
texts. For him, drawings are reflections of one’s thought and soul; mirrors to one’s inner
space and life.27 Thus, a drawing has the ability to express the self and soul of the one
who creates it. I was intrigued by such view on drawing as expounded by Saidon.
Drawings have a huge potential for expressing ourselves and our experiences.
I eventually realised that realistic drawings were not the only means to make visual and
artistic expressions regarding Batu Aceh. I needed to broaden the horizons of my art-
making. In this project, I must allow the notion of drawing to develop, and should not
confine myself to only one drawing technique. Additionally, in order to expand my ideas
further, I have to dig deeper into my personal experiences with Batu Aceh. These
experiences could potentially be expressed in a variety of approaches and techniques,
which in turn would certainly add strength to my forthcoming artworks. This marked
27Hasnul Jamal Saidon, In Between the Lines – A retrospective of drawing works 1979 – 2004, 22.
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the turning point in my decision to stop producing realistic drawings. My next focus was
to make artworks responsive to my experiences with Batu Aceh. Furthermore, I have to
start searching for numerous kinds of drawing methods to convey these experiences.
Erasure
After realising that the works I have produced thus far should go beyond realistic
drawings, I began exploring several other things. I sought new ideas based on my
experiences with Batu Aceh, and looked for the appropriate techniques for my future
drawing pursuit. I also studied various perceptions on the art of drawing to broaden my
knowledge.
In addition to its status as a symbol of death, Batu Aceh has also been taken up as a
subject for diverse fields of studies. The writings inscribed on their surfaces, in
particular, have become a subject of epigraphy.28 However, not all inscriptions on these
gravestones are legible now because a large number of them have been erased and
eroded, partly or completely, by the passage of time.
The sorry state of these weather-worn gravestones affected me tremendously. They
have now been reduced to a cultural symbol ignored by society. So many of them have
been abandoned, and over the course of time, have been looked upon as old stumps
waiting to eventually be discarded, or destroyed by the weather and passage of time.
This instilled a sense of awareness in me, and at once prompted me to delve into some
ideas regarding the concept of erasure. The idea of erasure came to me after I
recognised that Batu Aceh has slowly been erased from my personal and cultural
28 Epigraphy is a study and interpretation of ancient inscriptions.
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memory and, in my opinion, from the memories of the Malay-Muslim communities in
the Archipelago as well. This is reflected, on the physical level, in the fact that Batu Aceh
has been long forgotten, especially as regards their blurred, eroded and erased
inscriptions. The tradition of using Batu Aceh as a gravestone has totally gone out of
practice, and is now generally unknown among the majority of the Malay-Muslim
communities in the Archipelago. Therefore, I conclude that what has occurred in the
past and is occurring at the moment is actually a cultural erasure process.
It was upon this background and the idea of erasure that I based my next series of work.
The technique I employed was inspired by a series of drawings by the American artist
Jim Dine. His drawings in the Untitled Tool series, which he began in 1973, have long
captured my attention (fig. 11). In discussing Dine’s Drawings, Bernice Rose states that
they present a new way of projecting images in drawing. Rose added “…Dine’s…work is
breathtakingly skillful, elegiac in its Rembrandtesque evocation of tools elevated to the
status of still-life objects.29 Rose further argues that these drawings can be considered
significant in view of the freshness of the compositional structure of their subjects.
Tools, possibly strange objects before this, are here given a new status by means of a
distinctive drawing method and pictorial scheme.30 As stated by Robert Kaupelis, Dine’s
drawings hold unique technical and representational qualities.31 The process of
depicting the subjects is utterly challenged by the effects from the image erasure. The
issue of representation and illusion in drawing is evidently addressed in these works.32
In one sense, I see that their strength lies in not only their illusionistic depictions but
29 Rose, Drawing Now, 52.
30 Ibid.
31 Kaupelis, Experimental Drawing (New York: Watson Guptill, 2011), 88.
32 Ibid.
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also their use of the “drawing and erasing” technique, which plays vital role in
contributing to their illusionistic, suggestive features.
Influenced by Dine’s series of work, I began creating drawings based on the idea of
erasure, using a similar tone and technique as his but with a different purpose and
subject. After feeling trapped for quite a long time in the restrictive realm of realistic
representation and slow-hatching technique, I knew it was time for me to move forward
by expanding my exploration of different drawing techniques and approaches. Batu
Aceh would remain the main subject of my drawings but the images would no longer be
depicted in a realistic mode. My focus now was not solely on the external form of Batu
Aceh but also on the drawing process and technique.
After studying Dine’s drawings, I started thinking about the diverse aspects, including
technical ones, involved in the drawing process. According to Pamela M. Lee, making a
drawing is essentially dealing with issues of production process and technique.33 At the
same time, these two elements are related to the issue of temporality. When making a
drawing, one is actually “grasping” the process and technique of production through the
marks that appear on the drawing.34 I was interested in this idea expounded by Pamela
M. Lee, and tried to bring it into play in the series that I produced.
With regard to the medium, I decided to create my next drawings using pencil and
graphite. As mentioned by Donna Krizek, after years of using it with various goals in
mind, she finds that pencil, owing to its forgiving nature, is the most approachable
medium for drawing.35 Moreover, in today’s context, pencil and graphite drawing has
once again become a trend. Before the 1960’s, it was hardly accepted as a major
33 Pamela M. Lee, “Some kind of duration: the temporality of drawing as process art,” Afterimage: Drawing
Through Process, ed. Cornelia H. Butler (Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1999), 25-48.
34 Ibid.
35 Krizek, Compendium of Drawing Techniques, 18.
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medium for artistic expression.36 The main reason for me to make drawings using pencil
and graphite on paper was primarily because of the graphic quality that can be achieved
through these two mediums rather than due to their present popular usage. One of the
most distinctive characteristics of carbon pencil and graphite is that they can produce
black marks with slightly shiny effect. Furthermore, I enjoyed exploring the potentials
of pencil and graphite seeing that they are often regarded as minor art mediums. This
somewhat runs parallel to the idea underlying this project which saw me choosing to
focus on Batu Aceh which is generally regarded as a fringe art object.37
In September 2012, I started making drawings of this series. Erasure 1 (fig. 12) and
Erasure 2 were the first two that I made. During the early stage of this series, I explored
various techniques that could be utilised with pencil and graphite. I carried out the
exploration to gauge the potentials and limits of these mediums. Apart from that, the
exploration also served as one of the methods to gradually release control in the
drawing process. With respect to this, I recall the statement made by Pamela M. Lee that
technique is closely related to the process of drawing. Additionally, the effects and
results from the drawing process and technique applied are clearly manifested in the
graphic marks visible on the drawing.
More specifically, I employed several techniques to achieve the graphic effects that I
desired in these two drawings. Firstly, I sprinkled graphite powder on the paper and
then rubbed it. Secondly, I used thick graphite sticks to render thick and fairly shiny
36 Rose, Drawing Now, 11.
37 The statement that Batu Aceh is regarded as a fringe art object is due to the fact that, based on my own
findings, Batu Aceh is rarely listed as an important or main object in the debates or writings about
traditional art (Malay-Muslim) in South East Asia. The latest survey on art and Islamic civilization in
South East Asia by James Bennet in 2005 also omitted any mention of Batu Aceh. James Bennett, Crescent
Moon: Islamic Art and Civilization in Southeast Asia (Adelaide: Art Gallery of South Australia, 2005).
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lines. Thirdly, I used 8B pencils to create thick and black marks. Fourthly, I used 3B
pencils to produce light lines.
After feeling satisfied with the visual effects attained by means of these techniques, I
then drew the images of Batu Aceh over the graphic marks that I have just produced.
Although these images were also drawn realistically, my intention here was different
from that in the previous Realistic Approach series. In this new series, the realistic
images of Batu Aceh were completely or partly erased. The idea was to highlight how
the tradition of Batu Aceh, once existed in the Malay-Muslim communities in the
Archipelago, has now become extinct. By erasing completely or partly the images of
Batu Aceh, I would like to show that the culture and tradition of the gravestone has been
erased from the minds of today’s Malay-Muslim communities in the Archipelago.
Thus, what can be observed in Erased 1 and Erased 2 was my early attempt at creating
drawings based on the fusion of the drawing process and technique with the use of
pencil and graphite. Regarding these aspects of process, technique and medium,
Bernard Cahet states that, at a lower degree of mind control, an artist draws based on
his obsession with the visual effects resulting from the medium that he uses.38 Then, at a
higher degree of mind control, he applies a certain production process or technique to
translate an idea he already has in mind.39
I knew that these two factors are important in art. However, at this stage, I did not want
to let any uncontrollable elements to dominate my art-making process. This was
because I already have discovered the idea of erasure which I would like to interpret
and enact metaphorically. Armed with this conviction, I later proceeded to make four
38 Chaet, The Art of Drawing 3rd Edition, 226.
39 Ibid.
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more drawings, namely, Erased 3, Erased 4, Erased 5 and Erased 6, using the same
technique and process.
To some extent, I enjoyed experimenting with the elements of push-pull illusion in these
drawings, and I focused particularly on the creation of line and mark effects. The
variation of methods used, including pressing, notching, scribbling and smudging, is
reflected in the different qualities of these lines and mark effects. The technical
exploration here served to release my inner voice and allowed it to be recorded in the
lines and marks that I rendered.
I first came across this idea when I was reading about the method that can be used in
the early stage of making drawing. Steve Aimone states that a technique applied in
drawing does not necessarily only concern with its technical aspects. It too has the
potential to act as a tool to build up confidence in the drawing process. It also has the
ability to function as a medium for inner voices or any forms of self-expression.40
Thinking about this led me to understand that mark-making using certain techniques
can play influential role in determining the concept and vision of a drawing. Aimone’s
idea also reminded me of the potentials of drawing as indicated by Saidon.
The link between idea, inner prompting, and reality was vital in my drawing process.
The variety of mark variations that I made on my drawings was initially to challenge or
experiment with the element of illusion in order to emphasise the planarity of my
drawings. My use of the erasure method was initially influenced by Jim Dine’s work.
However, on a deeper level, erasure has its own significance. It can be associated with
the sense of loss, being forgotten, incompleteness, abandonment, correction, or
40 Aimone, Expressive Drawing (New York: Lark Crafts, 2009), 9.
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change.41 Jim Dine employed the technique of erasure to highlight the flatness of his
drawings and to build tension between the planes of illusion and representation.
Erasure in his United Tools series has nothing to do with correcting or righting a mistake;
it is about the effects realised from such an action. This idea from Dine’s work can be
related to the statement by the British artist Richard Galpin (b. 1975). Galpin, who also
produces art using the technique of erasure, considers the process a way to explore the
huge potentials of art-making. For him, erasure is not a destructive pursuit but a
positive activity that needs to be understood in the context of abstraction.42 Relating his
idea with what I have done, I see that erasure is a process of questioning. By erasing my
drawings, I indirectly question how the Batu Aceh gravestone has been eliminated from
the minds of my society.
The erasure approach I applied in my work has some connection with my discourse on
Batu Aceh. I consciously erased part of the drawings, and, at times, even the whole
image of Batu Aceh. From a formalist reading of the drawings, the effects of erasure
create the illusion of tension involving a push-pull dynamic between the front and back
spaces and the subject (foreground) and its background. The erased space appears
empty, visually lighter, and pushed into the background. This play on push-pull illusion
is, on a more profound level, related to my sense of Batu Aceh. It is unclear in the back of
my mind; in fact, it sometimes disappears or seems to have been erased altogether.
When I did manage to retrieve it, it was often in an incomplete state. I was curious as to
how viewers would respond and interact with this body of work: would it be apparent
that these are unfinished or partially erased images, whether intentionally or otherwise?
41 Richard Galpin, “Erasure in art: destruction, deconstruction and palimpsest,”
http://www.richardgalpin.co.uk/archive/erasure.htm (accessed 18 November 2015).
42 Ibid.
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Or, would they recognise them as something new and unique, independent of any
reference to the original cultural objects?
The erasure activity and its effects in the drawings have a relationship to the notion of
loss or being forgotten. This notion of loss or being forgotten is a statement about the
unknown, which here is associated with the memory of an old and nearly neglected
culture that remains in existence yet hard to fathom. The erasure activity is an effort to
destroy something or remove it from its original place.43 The effects of erasure, on the
other hand, signify removal, loss, isolation, disappearance, or clearing out.44 All this is
relevant to the present situation and reality faced by Batu Aceh.
The concept of erasure and the activity of erasing marks in my artworks can also be
analysed in the context of a drawing made by Robert Rauschenberg (1925-2008),
entitled Erased de Kooning Drawing (fig. 13). The work involves an act of erasing an
original drawing by Willem de Kooning (1904-1997). Rauschenberg himself, in the
beginning, claimed that he did not intend to erase de Kooning’s drawing. What he
attempted to do was to explore the use of eraser as a drawing tool, using de Kooning’s
work as a drawing surface.45 Jasper John considered this an “additive subtraction”
technique.46 It is this state of paradox that becomes the unique hallmark of this drawing
by Rauschenberg. It makes us wonder what has been erased and what has been drawn
subsequently.
By erasing de Kooning’s drawing, Rauschenberg has effectively “reconstructed” the
original drawing that allows it to remain open. In this way, Robert Kaupelis sees
43 John Stuart Murray, “How useful are the concepts of erasure, origination, transformation and migration
in teaching?” Landscape Research, Vol. 36, Issue 3 (2011): 295.
44 Ibid.
45 Robert Rauschenberg (et. al), Robert Rauschenberg (Washington: Smithsonian Books, 1976), 75.
46 Jasper John, Jasper Johns: Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture 1954 – 1964 (London: Whitechapel Gallery,
1964), 27.
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Rauschenberg’s drawing as an attempt to erase the past and the present. The drawing
proposes a new artistic approach in utilising the white surface of the drawing paper
which is always ready to receive new marks.47 The drawing, in this case, has become an
arena for discourse; a discourse originally began as a fixed and closed regularity (de
Kooning’s drawing). However, the authenticity of this regularity is now being
questioned through Rauschenberg’s erasure activity that has resulted in a “lost” or
empty space.
After creating six drawings, I decided to end this series. I then thought of producing a
new series that would focus on my past experiences with Batu Aceh. After exploring and
learning an art-making process rooted in an understanding of certain specific
techniques and materials, I would like now to expand on the process by incorporating it
with weightier ideas and experiences.
Opaque Black
Darkness is a distinctive trait I personally relate to Batu Aceh. My memories of the
darkness and blackness of the gravestone always remind me of some old tales unique to
my culture. Darkness is normally associated with dusk or night-time, which carries its
own connotation in the Malay-Muslim culture. Dusk or night is a time when the whole
family, especially children, will be at home. During that time of the day, any member of
the family is customarily prohibited from continuing with his or her work or play.
Spirits or ghosts are said to be roaming around to prey on humans, especially children,
who are still outside their homes at dusk or night-time. These tales instill a fear of the
night among children, urging them to stay indoors when night falls.
47 Kaupelis, Experimental Drawing, 185.
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The prohibition against leaving the safety of one’s house at dusk or night is intended to
keep children from being too absorbed in their play, thus losing the track of time. Dusk
or night-time is also important for the Muslims, particularly as it is an appropriate hour
for parents to educate their children about cleaning themselves up, performing Maghrib
prayers, and reciting the Qur’an. Closely linked to darkness and night, tales of ghosts
and spirits were invented in the past to scare children into obedience and discipline,
especially as regards what they should do at dusk or night-time, as well as to impart to
themmoral values pertaining to other related matters.48
I discovered these tales through some friends and neighbours who enjoyed scaring
children. Ghosts are said to roam around in graveyards and will disturb those passing
by the areas or still out and about outdoors. Gravestones also have a negative
connotation among children. When they see a gravestone, they usually and mistakenly
associate it with ghosts. The bigger or more strange-looking the gravestone (such as
Batu Aceh) is, the more sinister the ghost is.
Although this has occurred a long time ago, its impact on my memory and experience is
still palpable. When I look at the photos of Batu Aceh today, I can still vividly remember
my past experiences of the darkness or night-time associated with gravestones. I can
still feel a sense of mystery and wonder which I cannot express, but which constantly
crosses my mind. This has nothing to do with fear but, instead, it is more of a sense of
curiosity. Blackness and night-time, thus, provided me with a significant idea for
expressing and recalling my feelings towards and experiences with Batu Aceh.
48 Tales about ghosts and myths within the Malay community in the Archipelago have been discussed by
many scholars of Malay Studies. Refer to the latest study on the subject: Wan HasmahWan Teh and
Rahimah A. Hamid, “Cerita Hantu: Transformasi lisan ke audiovisual,” (Ghost Stories: A translation from
verbal to audiovisual) Kearifan Tempatan: Dari Lisan ke Aksara dan Media, (Local Wisdom: from verbal to
numeric and media) ed. Rahimah A. Hamid (Penang: USM Publishers, 2015).
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I decided to develop this idea through three drawings, namely, Black 1, Black 2 (fig. 14)
and Black 3. Each of these pieces measures 1000 by 1500 centimetres, and uses
charcoal and eraser as its medium. These drawings were the darkest I have ever
produced. They were the products of a nagging imagination and vision in my mind
which begged to be brought to life. The images of Batu Aceh in the drawings look hazy,
and they seemingly succeed in portraying my feelings and perception of the gravestone.
The drawings’ deep, black background signifies the uncertainty dominating my mind;
while the effect of the white lines and marks hints at the trajectory of my thoughts in
perceiving Batu Aceh.
When I was making these drawings, aside from interacting with various aspects of my
personal experiences, perceptions and memories, I also discovered a different kind of
experience concerning the charcoal medium. The decision to use charcoal was primarily
technical, specifically to achieve the darkest tone for my drawings’ background.
However, in the process of rendering black lines and marks, I realised that the charcoal I
was using took on the role of a mysterious residue whose origin and ending are
unknown to us. Everything is black and dark, and the origin and ending cannot be
determined.
The nature of charcoal’s origin itself explains this circumstance: we have no knowledge
regarding the original shape of the wood before it was burnt to create charcoal.49 We
simply use charcoal without giving any thoughts as to how it was produced. On the
other hand, I, as its user, view it (the use of charcoal in the drawings) as an effort to
“enlighten” and materialise the idea I was going to depict visually.
49 Although in general we know that charcoal is made from charred willow wood, and compressed
charcoal is made by mixing ground charcoal powder with a binding agent, we are largely unsure and have
never seen the types of wood used in making charcoal. Paul Thomas and Anita Taylor, Drawing
Foundation Course (London: Bounty Books, 2006), 59-60.
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There appears to be a contradiction, a paradox, here. Hence, the position of charcoal in
this context (its creation) is unique. In its early stage, it changes its form (when it is
burnt or compressed). Then it changes its function and role, until finally it develops the
ability to surround itself in darkness, in uncertainty, even as it is being used. The irony
is that each of my actions of rendering dark lines and marks represented my effort to
“enlighten” my idea and perception.
The images of Batu Aceh, which appear hazy as a result of rendering white lines on the
drawings, were made using a black-to-white process. I utilised an eraser to “enhance” or
construct blurred images. This method was somewhat consistent with the concept of
erasure I previously pursued. In the earlier series, I began the drawing process with a
white paper, whereas in this series of drawings, I started off by blackening the whole
surface of the paper.
The process of blackening the paper with charcoal and drawing with eraser is also used
by the contemporary Malaysian artist, Ahmad Zakii Anwar. In several of his drawings,
he diligently “erased” (whitened) the dark charcoaled surface to compose images (fig.
15). What I can deduce when comparing Ahmad Zakii’s drawings with what I have done
is this: the image of the subject – such as a rhino or a buffalo – which is already heavy in
the first place, was drawn in an environment that asserts the idea and weight of the
subject itself within a solid (dark) space. In the end, the heavy darkness carries an
element of mystery and the unknown.
Apart from the element of darkness embodied by charcoal, other features of the “black”
drawings by Ahmad Zakii which are worth noting in relation to my drawing practice are
their use of single subjects and their large scale. In each of Zakii’s “black” drawings, the
placement of an “illuminated” single subject in the centre of the picture ensures that
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viewers’ attention will focus solely on the subject. Additionally, the depiction of a single
subject in a black environment is also both unique and mysterious. We cannot establish
any relationship between the subject and anything else; the subject exists in its own
world of blackness (in the drawings). We too are unaware of the effects of the spatial
illusion in the drawings. For example, we are not really sure whether an image is
“anchored” to a base or is floating. It is due to both their being single subjects and their
large sizes that these black images become so influential, important and significant in
their own right.
Another interesting point is that the hazy images of Batu Aceh are “imprisoned and at
once free” within the thick black unknown environment. In this regard, I was fascinated
with the “black” drawings by the post-minimalist artist Richard Serra (b. 1939). He used
black paint sticks with solid intensity to fill up every inch of his large scale drawings
with darkness. By titling his exhibition Black is the Drawing, he wants us to see the
elements of black and blackness in this series as the very substance and goal of his
entire practice.50 Serra used the elements of black and blackness to deny form, history,
illusion, metaphor, or any other relations.51
Referring to the idea of black in the series, Serra stated that, “Black is a property, not a
quality. In terms of weight, black is heavier, creates a larger volume, and holds itself in a
more compressed field.”52 From this perspective, Serra’s black drawings offer an
experience of the real truth and not illusion. Even though the purpose of his black
drawings is different from mine, his experience of blackening his drawings falls within
50 Richard Serra solo Exhibition entitled Black is the Drawing at Axel Vervoordt Gallery from 24 October to
1 December 2013.





the same scope of what I have done. Although I experimented with the illusion of black,
the real experience and reality of black and blackness exist within my drawings. To
borrow his words, it (black) is a space filled with elements which have been solidified
and which translate reality as a reality filled with mystery and the unknown; but it is a
solid reality, i.e. a solid black reality.53
On the whole, the experiences of night, blackness and darkness that I personally went
through in my relationship with Batu Aceh became a key feature in my drawings,
something that I did not foresee at first. Drawing served as a tool to translate, record, or
interpret my personal and cultural experiences. I recognised how drawing could project
itself in its own reality i.e. the drawing’s reality.
By and large, through the three series of work that I have produced and discussed here
in this first chapter, I have managed to develop and expand the process of expressing
my experiences with Batu Aceh. The earlier drawings in the Realistic Approach series
saw me restraining my perception and exploration of drawing. However, I later came to
a realisation that I needed to assess other possibilities in drawing as well. This
exploration began in the Erasure series. In the series, I applied the drawing technique
that was able to translate and address my concern regarding the disintegration of the
culture and tradition of Batu Aceh. In the next series, Opaque Black, I explored the dark
experiences that I have had with regard to Batu Aceh. I intensively used the medium of
charcoal to register my impression of these experiences.
Looking at the drawings that I have produced in the first stage of this project, I felt that I
have to embark on a new phase of exploration. This was important in order to broaden
and deepen my engagement with the subject, as well as to expand the potentials of my
53 Ibid.
51
art-making. My focus in the second phase of this project was to delve deeper into my
experiences with Batu Aceh, and, at the same time, to explore different techniques and
materials in order to find fresh expression.
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Fig. 6. Batu Aceh: Slab, 2012, pencil on paper, 61.4 x 45.7 cm.
Fig. 7. Shahzia Sikander,Monk and Novice Series: Novice Phouvanh, 2006 - 2008,
graphite on paper, 35.6 x 27.9 cm
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Fig. 8. Batu Aceh: Motif 1, 2012, pencil on paper, 61.4 x 45.7 cm.
Fig. 9. Robert Longo, Untitled (10/15/08), 2008, charcoal on mounted paper, 177.8 x
289.6 cm.
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Fig. 10. Batu Aceh: Monument 1, 2012, charcoal on paper, 151 x 99.7 cm.
Fig. 11. Jim Dine, Untitled Tool Series (Dry-Wall Hammer), 1973, Charcoal and graphite
on paper, 65.1 x 50.2 cm, Private collection.
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Fig. 12. Erasure 1, 2013, pencil and graphite on paper, 61.4 x 45.7 cm.
Fig. 13. Robert Rauschenberg, Erased De Kooning Drawing, 1953, Traces of drawing
media on paper with label and gilded frame, 64.14 x 55.25 x 1.27 cm, Collection of San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art.
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Fig. 14. Black 2, 2013, Charcoal on paper, 151 x 99.7 cm.
Fig. 15. Ahmad Zakii Anwar, Badak, 2006, Charcoal on paper, 101 x 224 cm.
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Chapter 2
In this chapter I will discuss three series of drawings I produced in the second year of
my candidature. It took me eight months, beginning from May 2013 until December
2013, to produce the entire works for these series. The series of drawings produced are
Linear Exploration 1, Linear Exploration 2 and Bitumen. There are four sub-series under
the Linear Exploration 1 series namely LE1: Bebas (LE1: Freedom), LE1: Kontour (LE1:
Contour), LE1: Garis 1 (LE1: Line 1) and LE1: Garis 2 (LE1: Line 2). This first series was
completed in three months. Meanwhile, there are three sub-series under the Linear
Exploration 2 series which are LE2: Garis Aceh (LE2: Aceh Line), LE2: Garis Kasar (LE2:
Rough Line) and LE2: Garis Ruang (LE2: Space Line). Again, it took three months for this
series to be completed. Under the last series, Bitumen, there are also three sub-series –
Bitumen: Kecil (Bitumen: Small), Bitumen: Sederhana (Bitumen: Medium) and Bitumen
Besar (Bitumen: Large). This series was produced in two months.
Through the production of these works, I investigated different ways of using lines to
explore artistic statements in a poetic manner. These drawings record the development
of my views about Batu Aceh that grew out of my past experiences and memories
coupled with my doctoral research.
Linear Exploration 1
Graves and graveyards marked with gravestones were a common sight for me growing
up in my village Parit Besar which is located in Muar, Johor (southern peninsular
Malaysia). Each village in the area had their own graveyard with different gravestones
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or grave structures. Some villages had Batu Aceh, which stood out from other
gravestones and were visible to all who passed by the graveyards.
As a child, I would gaze at the various forms of gravestones and would sometimes
wonder about the identity of the people buried under these unique gravestones. Were
they important individuals or of royal descent? As a child or teenager I cannot
remember asking anyone about the features, aspects or history of theses gravestones.
When I think back on the matter, I realise that one of the reasons I kept the questions to
myself was because gravestones were a taboo topic in our culture.
I wish to emphasise based on my experience of living and growing up in a Malay
Muslim culture is that generally the community will not discuss gravestones or graves.
The subject would only be brought up if a death had occurred in our village and a
gravestone is required for the deceased, or if superstitions around an event resulting in
gravestones being stolen or moved for satanic worship or such similar purposes.
Upon a person’s death, a gravestone would be placed upon his grave as a marker. Over
time, some family members would faithfully return to visit the grave while others would
move on. Meanwhile, old graves or graveyards would be abandoned and forgotten. Old
gravestones such as Batu Aceh have weathered with time and fragments of them can be
seen lying abandoned in the bushes or on the edge of their original locations, with no
landowners or homeowners to take interest in them. In general, homeowners or
neighbours would have no knowledge of the old gravestones’ history other than the
various myths passed on from one person to the next.
I realised how ignorant I was in understanding the context, aspects and history of
gravestones. This is why I use the terms unknown, uncertain, and unfathomable with
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regards to Batu Aceh. I now find this experience to be important enough to be addressed
through drawings utilising the basic elements of line, freely and exploratively.
I started creating my free-form drawing intuitively, without much conscious thought. I
allowed my hand to continuously doodle or repeat any pattern which felt natural to me.
As a result, I produced several drawings repeating lines in various values and thickness,
as well as patterns created from repeated and overlapping lines. (fig. 16) The process of
making these series of drawings titled LE1: Bebas, filled me with a sense of satisfaction
and joy. I felt free from the burden having a specific purpose or goal in my drawings,
while the joy came from the freedom I had to draw what I wanted to draw.
Technically, what I did was a form of automatic doodling. According to American artist
Robert Motherwell (1915-1991), automatic doodling represents an infinite or endless
possibility.54 This liberated me from the restraints and burden of making direct physical
reference to the gravestones. Previously I had tried to closely portray the form or shape
of Batu Aceh, but now I could broaden the possibilities of my practice and move beyond
the “form” of Batu Aceh. I explored patterns, direction, and various line thickness as a
true explorer: I spared no thought for the subject or anything other than creating lines
of various rhythm, thickness, direction, and value. There were times when I became
obsessed with this drawing process because it was a form of escape from a systematised
world.
I felt satisfied that I was now able to successfully immerse myself in the lines I was
generating. The drawings, created with honest lines, were able to embody my tone or
my suppressed inner voice. This parallels the idea put forth by British sculptor Barbara
54Maslen and Southern, Drawing Project: an exploration of the language of drawing, 52.
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Hepworth (1903-1975) who stated that, “I merely draw what I see. I draw what I feel.”55
Looking back at these drawings I felt a gentle pressure from the lines, the pressure of
my ignorance and lack of understanding regarding Batu Aceh. This circumstance is
parallel to the idea mentioned by David Maclagan that the activity of scribbling and
doodling are basic drawing activities, which he characterised as being the most honest
and pure form of mark creation by its creator.56
I then decided to make contour and gesture drawings as a way of channelling my
thoughts and energy into linear drawings.57 I hoped to bring out the essence of the
formation that my mind, emotion or physique wished to emphasise. This meant that
although the drawings appear simple and easy, the process and concentration they
required was actually greater in order to successfully portray the desired visual essence.
While producing contour and gesture drawings I practiced blind drawing from memory.
I did not look at the drawing as I made it, and worked from the memory of the object
being drawn (blind contour drawing normally involves closely observing the subject but
not looking at the drawing). Drawing from memory explores how the human mind is
able to record and recall a memory in its own unique and distinctive way. I spent
approximately one month exploring various contour and gesture drawing processes. I
named this series of drawings as LE1: Kontour. (fig. 17) Among the methods I explored
were mass and line gesture drawing, light mass drawing, and continuous linear drawing.
I saw these lines as generating emotions or ideas regarding my subject. This was a new
form of perception for me, and a way of representing Batu Aceh based on the idea of the
unknown. I had began to comprehend the process of immersing myself in the subject.
55 Ibid.: 20.
56 David Maclagan, Line Let Loose: Scribbling, Doodling and Automatic Drawing (London: Reaktion Books
Ltd, 2014), 29.
57 Briefly, contour drawing is a linear means of defining a form and gesture drawing is a linear and/or
tonal means of representing the model’s action or pose. Kaupelis, Experimental Drawing, 17.
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This influence on contour and gesture drawing came from my observations of the
strong, dynamic and explorative linear features of drawings made by Malaysian artist
Tajuddin Ismail (b. 1949). (fig. 18) His contour and gestural drawings revolved around
spatial relationships generated by lines. The lines generated through scribbles or
scratches represent a unique mark. Observing the aggressive nature of the lines
generated, his drawings can be seen as the results of an intense struggle to discover or
build essence from the idea of the form imagined. Understanding the nature and aspect
of Ismail’s drawings also made me realise what speculative nature in drawing means as
discussed by Francis D.K. Ching. According to Ching, “drawing gives material existence
to our conceptions so that they can be seen, assessed and acted upon. The drawing out
of these ideas is speculative in nature. We can never determine beforehand precisely
what the final outcome will be”.58
Utilising linear elements as the main instrument in art investigations or explorations,
particularly through gesture or contour drawing, is a critical approach as it involves the
way an artist aligns the vision for his art through the relationship between sight,
thought, memory and physical movement.59 This relationship is at its most intense
when focus is on quickly recording the essence of the idea using the basic most art
element, which is line.60 Such drawings highlight the obvious duality between the
process of looking at the mark effects of the drawing itself, and the emphasis on the
medium used.61 From this understanding, the essence of my drawing can actually be
seen within two of those frameworks: drawings as a representation of the essence of
the idea regarding Batu Aceh’s form, or as a mark effect of art medium exploration.
58 Ching, Design Drawing, 287.
59 Kaupelis, Experimental Drawing, 17.
60 Ibid.
61Margaret Davidson, Contemporary Drawing: Key Concept and Technique (New York: Watson-Guptill,
2011), 46.
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Even though I gained many new insights through this series of LE1: Kontour drawings, I
felt that many of my drawings were a failure in terms of perception and technique. The
intention, purpose and focus of the drawings would often veer off from their actual
direction. More specifically, these contour and gesture drawings were created with the
intention of finding the essence of ideas from the concept or image being focused upon,
which is the incomprehensibility of Batu Aceh. However I kept getting caught up with
trying to illustrate the form of Batu Aceh, or with controlling my lines so much that they
appeared too tight and restrained, when I was trying to free myself from the restraints
of logic or my ego and find the essence of the idea of Batu Aceh from my personal
experience. I wanted to experience drawing as a speculative unknown activity. I thought
that by liberating myself from my “personal restraints” I would be able to achieve those
goals. Alas, it was clearly not as easy as I had expected and many of my drawings failed
to achieve this aim. However I learned and came to understand what I needed to
achieve.
Importantly, these contour and gesture drawing activities developed a change in the
way I perceived drawings: how drawings are not only an illustrative tool, but are
powerful tools for translating one’s thoughts and emotions. They are essentially an
artistic translation of the way I perceive things not just a representation of the object
being perceived. Observable reality (in the case of Batu Aceh) became a vehicle for
expressing “the way I perceive, see, and understand” that reality.62
I now felt more confident and motivated to embark on the next exploration. Line work
became a thrilling drawing tool for me, and linear drawings have become a somewhat
hypnotizing preoccupation in exploring a strange or hidden realm. At the same time, I
62Maslen and Southern, Drawing Project: an exploration of the language of drawing, 18.
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had the opportunity to examine and appreciate linear drawings by renowned Malaysian
artist, Ibrahim Hussein (1936–2009).
The drawings (and paintings) made by Ibrahim Hussein since 1974 up until his passing
were created with line as their main focus. Linear elements were generated
meticulously yet freely. (fig. 19) Upon closer inspection, it was clear that the lines
created lent an active and constructive nature to the form they took on; but what really
intrigued me was how the lines were constructed with such complexity. Seeing and
tracing the lines in Hussein’s drawings is akin to seeing fine threads being arranged,
intertwined and fabricated in various tones, undulations and waves. At times the lines
undulate in a parallel manner, creating various directions of expansion, yet coming
together in a cluster of linear form which is at times light and at other times compact.
The constructed lines also generate an ambiguity when Hussein experimented with
both linear arrangements stacked in an overlapping manner in various directions, and
the aspect of line value and thickness. This makes his drawings appear as though they
are moving, or undulating layer by layer according to the waves generated. This
produces a particularly unique visual sensation. Ibrahim Hussein’s drawings emphasise
linear elements that are freely and wildly motile. This situation complements my
tendency to create lines that are free to explore the realm of the unknown.
Greatly influenced by the enthralling nature of line generation in Hussein’s artwork, I
produced a series of drawings which attempted to highlight linear elements constructed
in a delicate, controlled, parallel, and at the same time, overlapping manner. Although
the lines in my drawings were generated in a restrained way, I was actually attempting
to liberate them while discovering or building their own shape or form. The process was
mentally and physically taxing as it involved a controlled process, discipline and full
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concentration in order to produce the visual characteristics desired. It reminded me of
the slow hatching technique I had employed previously. In the end, I was able to
produce several small-scale drawings entitled LE1: Garis 1, which I regard as a
manifestation of my journey through the realm of lines. (fig. 20)
Looking back at the series of drawings, I felt a sense of dissatisfaction. I had controlled
the lines too much while trying to envision the shape of Batu Aceh, and thus, my
drawings were still too illustrative. While my memory of the gravestone was still strong,
it seemed to me that this exploration should have revolved around the linear elements
generated in their own unique sensory nature. The drawings should not hint at a
referenced reality as that is not their main purpose. I should have allowed the lines to
creep, evolve, and explore their own space in order to create their own unique shape
and character.
With that dissatisfaction haunting me, I worked at producing a new series of drawings
entitled LE1: Garis 2. Using the same approach and discipline. This time I allowed them
more freedom to move without having to form the image of Batu Aceh. The results saw a
series of drawings which produced unique shapes of a rich line fabrication, and a
diverse and bold variation of line values. (fig. 21) There is also the effect of an
illusionistic play on texture, as well as a pronounced visual ambiguity. In these drawings,
lines possessing multiple layers of textures were successfully generated. More
interestingly, the lines had evolved to create forms which reached the very edge of the
drawing paper. To me, this successfully liberated the creation of form and composition
in my drawings, in addition to being an advancement from merely mimicking Hussein’s
style of line generation.
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In his review of Ibrahim Hussein’s work, renowned art historian T.K. Sabapathy noted
how the lines in Hussein’s work were drawn precisely and with verve.63 He further
stated that the linear elements in Hussein’s work had liberated him from a priori
perceptions and expectations of the structure of form and of other elements customarily
used in pictorial composition.64 As a result, Ibrahim Hussein deconstructed the worlds
of imagination and perception. I believe that a similar process had occurred in my
drawings in terms of concept and practice. The linear elements acted of their own
accord to open up new spaces and possibilities without having to adhere to the
generation of forms which I so desired. I felt that this series of drawings, had
successfully created the essence I sought.
As a whole, I was pleased with the linear explorations I had made thus far. Although
some failed to reach my aims in terms of perception and results, overall there were a
number of pieces which successfully translated my ideas, presenting my experiences,
and exploring the possibilities intended. Generally, the drawings played a role in
translating potential, form, and possibilities based on my original ideas concerning the
unknown, incomprehensible nature of Batu Aceh.
Linear Exploration 2
My consideration of the potential and sensory effect of linear exploration in the drawing
series LE1: Bebas and LE1: Garis 2, led me to rethink my process and to embark on a
63 T.K. Sabapathy, “Embodiments of duality: The works of Ibrahim Hussein,” Ibrahim Hussein: A
Retrospective (Kuala Lumpur: Balai Seni Lukis Negara, 1986), 56.
64 Ibid.
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series of drawings of a different explorative nature. In the next series of artworks titled
LE2: Garis Aceh, I attempted to take my exploration through linear elements in an
advanced paradigm. I focused on the technique of the iris print, which involves drawing
with a computer.
In this context, there are a few important features to emphasise. First is the practice of
drawing with a computer, which implies working within a different realm or reality. The
image of the drawing I created as seen on the computer’s screen is actually the result of
information translation generated from a system of data and information processing.65
Initially, my drawing movements via mouse or touch pad is a process of data entry
which is read (coded) by the computer through a binary system. The data is then
decoded into programming language, which translates it into the data transmitted in the
form (line, colour, etc.) seen on screen. Hence, drawing activity here is on a different
paradigm because when I draw with a touch pad, I am really sending data which is then
translated. Drawing activity in this case is virtual in nature: I am engaged in drawing in
an illusionary realm, not in a physical one.
The second important feature is that the data generated (the drawing generated on
screen) is then translated yet again; this time in the form of a different data (code) to be
sent to the printing machine. The printing machine then reads the code and proceeds to
translate it into the required new data (line, colour, etc.). The final product as seen in
the series of iris prints is therefore an information translation occurring in a highly
complex process, level and language. The drawing activity, effect and perception have
shifted from reality to virtual space, and then back to reality. The physical state of the
iris print drawings is generated through a totally different process from conventional
65 Kaupelis, Experimental Drawing, 180-182.
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drawing. Making prints of such drawings is actually the result of information or data
translation. It is interesting to note that the basic information or original idea of the
drawing I had in mind had been translated three times before it appeared in the form of
iris prints. First, the information is translated by my mind through my hand as I
produced the drawing; secondly, the information is translated by a computer before
finally being translated by the printer. The process of drawing in this instance, has
become complicated when considered in the context of space and time.
In this new series, I embarked on an intensive exploration of linear elements. Through
the computer, I drew lines of various intensity, width, direction and tempo. I made
approximately fifteen linear drawings with the computer and then printed three large
scale images of Batu Aceh sourced from a book,66 and then proceeded to reduce each
one of them to the size of an A4 sheet of paper, producing forty A4 sized clippings in
three sets containing partial images of Batu Aceh. I then printed my linear drawings
onto the newly cut paper. In other words, I superimposed my linear drawings onto the
cut-up images of Batu Aceh. Further, I superimposed other linear drawings atop these
composite in a random and repetitive fashion. The process of iris printing was repeated
several times and in a random manner until certain parts of the drawing appeared
intensely packed with overlapping lines. I allowed my intuition to dictate the number
and composition of stacks to be printed. At one point I decided to stop printing and
gathered and rearranged the A4 paper according to the original image of Batu Aceh
before it was cut up. Thus, I was able to produce three sets of iris prints in an A4 grid
depicting a large scale image of Batu Aceh. I titled it as LE 2: Garis Aceh 1 (fig. 22), LE 2:
Garis Aceh 2 and LE 2: Garis Aceh 3.
66 I chose the three images of Batu Aceh randomly from the book Batu Aceh Johor dalam perbandingan
and printed each one of the image of Batu Aceh approximately 212 x 114 cm.
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I made the iris print drawings emphasising the elements of information, process, time,
space and perception regarding Batu Aceh. Images of Batu Aceh were taken from
photographs before being edited in order to enhance contrast. This was to stress the
idea of copied information being overlaid onto another copy, which is then edited
before being translated as final image. This information is then “micro processed” (cut
up into A4 sized pieces) and further given personal review by way of overlapping linear
drawings. Finally, they are rearranged to be viewed as a large “portrait” formed as a
grid; each unit representing an information field which contributes to the whole.
These drawings involve combining the processes of copying with interpretation,
translation, and incorporation of the artist’s voice. They signal a space between reality
and illusion through the use of technical processes, i.e., the computer and iris print.
Thus, these works elucidate what I faced when seeking to understand Batu Aceh.
I found resonance in the works of British artist Claude Heath (b. 1964). The urge to
extend linear movement into a different an dimension came to me after seeing the
reproductions of Heath’s linear drawings generated through a computer. (fig. 23) The
lines in his artwork extend his ideas in interpreting the form of objects which seem
tactile but cannot be seen.67 This implies that Heath drew contours and linear traits in a
speculative way based on tactile rather than visual information. Hence, the linear
movements in his drawings are full of repetitions in their quest to translate the form he
felt. The lines formed in his artwork are a “struggle” to translate form through
information received in a non-visual dimension (touch). The lines are generated (drawn)
on the computer then deliberately translated in a three dimensional form.
67Maslen and Southern, Drawing Project: an exploration of the language of drawing, 90, 94.
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In exploring different forms of drawing through several methods and processes I sought
to remove myself from conventional ways of drawing. At the same time, these process
also transformed how I dealt with and perceived the object of this process, Batu Aceh.
This also meant that the drawings I produced at this stage were not only about my
efforts to answer my research questions. These experiments not only sought to explore
or interpret Batu Aceh using various methods or techniques; they also embodied my
effort to produce drawings able to penetrate a more complex realm of space and time.
Based on LE 2: Garis Aceh series of artworks, I continued the series of overlapping linear
drawings using iris prints. However this time, I wanted to be more liberal in terms of
line application. Apart from the linear and grid aspects, another dominant feature of LE
2: Garis Aceh series of drawings was that the gravestone appears clearly and seemingly
dominates the whole drawing. The significance of these drawings is primarily
attributable to the information contained in their images. In other words, I treated the
gravestone as information, which then served as the platform for processes of
interpretation and self-perception that I carried out using the technique of stacking and
layering the linear drawings. I made a crucial decision here when I adopted a more
objective approach to perceiving Batu Aceh. Using a computer to create layers of images
(representing layers of information) allowed me to work from a more distanced
position. Furthermore, this layering of images caused superimpositions and collisions
that led to fresh poetic insights.
One month after producing LE 2: Garis Aceh, I came out with the next series. In the next
series of drawings titled LE 2: Garis Kasar (fig. 24) and LE 2: Garis Ruang (fig. 25), I
eliminated the image of Batu Aceh and gave priority to an unrestrained linear element.
Each set of LE 2: Garis Kasar and LE 2: Garis Ruang containing forty two A4 sized
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drawings. In LE 2: Garis Kasar, I reused the existing drawings in the computer from the
LE 2: Garis Aceh series. Using the iris print technique, the drawings were stacked six to
eight times per A4 sheet to create the illusion of texture and an intense, chaotic image.
In these drawings, I did not really control the pattern and effect of overlapping lines.
On the other hand LE 2: Garis Ruang featured a controlled line stacking process in the
composition. Through LE 2: Garis Ruang I endeavoured to build more empty space in
contrast to LE 2: Garis Kasar, which was compact in its visual elements. While the grid
format dominated both sets of drawings, in a broader sense, this format worked to
eccentuate the micro and macro aspects of the imagery. I wished to highlight the
potential for reflecting on our habits and conventions of seeing, creating an ambiguity
as to whether the view is focused on detail or on the overall image. Each individual A4
drawing can either be appreciated as a single drawing, or with the A4 sized iris print
drawing juxtaposed with it.
This idea of viewing artwork in close scrutiny or as a whole can be linked to gestalt
theory. Gestalt psychology identifies a pattern, attitude or way of viewing which
emphasises the the whole as being greater than the sum of its parts.68 To me, this
approach to seeing is an interesting visual “game”, especially when looking at tiled or
grid format drawings in large scale.
LE 2: Garis Kasar and LE 2: Garis Ruang are actually a continuation of the idea
underpinning my previous series of linear drawings titled LE 1: Bebas and LE 1: Garis 2.
They are still concerned with considerations of process, information, space and time.
Also, the method and gesture through which they were created are still the same. Lines
are an important element and play a primary role in this series of drawings. My visual
68 Roy Behren, “Gestalt and the Visual Arts,” Design, Volume 71, Issue 3 (1970): 10.
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research described in this chapter made me realise that I had undergone a lengthy
journey in perceiving, practising, and trying to comprehend linear elements in drawing.
Beginning with the creation of lines through doodling up to the creation of contour and
gesture drawings, I moved on to the exploration of momentum, motion and linear
energy that are controlled yet at the same time free. This was a very positive experience
in that I was now certain of what I wanted from my practice even if not all of the
drawing efforts were successful.
In this phase of exploration I studied linear elements through the work of Julie Mehretu
and Cy Twombly. Their use of linear features prompted me to consider the thinking
behind their use of line. The linear work of Cy Twombly seriously awakened me to the
idea of drawings which exhibit linear sensations. Twombly’s lines are not drawing but
the drawing away from drawing. In this context Barbara Rose quoted Pincus-Witten
who noted that Twombly drawing is not one of idea but of visual effect…(and it is)
mindlessness.69 Therefore what Twombly engenders is not drawing but the drawing
away of drawing.70 It is a kind of hand-hating drawing, one which denies rather than
affirms. This idea connect with a statement made by Twombly that “…my line is child-
like, but not childish. It is very difficult to fake: to get that quality, you need to project
yourself into the child’s line. It has to be felt”.71 From another angle, while generating
the lines in his drawings, he thought outside the box, i.e., he put himself in a
semiconscious state or acted outside the framework of logical thinking. This expanded
the explorative nature of his drawing, rendering it strange or unique.
69 Rose, Drawing Now, 19.
70 Ibid.
71Maslen and Southern, Drawing Project: an exploration of the language of drawing, 10.
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While I did not copy Twombly’s method of generating lines, it was interesting to note
how a fresh take on linear expression can be highlighted through the process of
rejection and deviation. Through Twombly’s drawings, I learned to create lines and
linear effects which are free and rough. The lines I generated carried within them the
pressure, focus and aspirations I felt to explore my own “other realms” of experience
and perception.
The lines in the artwork of Ethiopian born artist, Julie Mehretu are full of potential to
explore and interpret space and the possibilities of mark effects. Mehretu’s linear
drawings become an energy field which revolves around translating the complexities of
her life experience: memories of an environment, building, chart, map, history or war.72
Her exploration of linear dynamic on a large scale opened my eyes to understanding the
potential of lines in drawings to convey complex layered information relating to politics
and culture. Looking at Mehretu’s large scale works I sought to evoke a stronger visual
effect and wider line of sight. As suggested by Margaret Davidson, a large scale artwork
is really related to two main factors: the artist’s need to translate the ideas underlying
his or her drawing and the relationship between the observer and the artwork itself.73
Bitumen
After drawing with dry media for quite some time, I began to consider exploring wet
media. In the process of choosing a suitable wet medium, I was drawn to photographs of
Batu Aceh covered in moss which had obscured the original colour. The details on the
gravestone had also succumbed to the “darkness” of the moss or the effect of corrosion.
72 Stout, Contemporary Drawing from the 1960’s to now, 137.
73Margaret Davidson, Contemporary Drawing: Key Concepts and Techniques (New York: Watson Guptill,
2011), 126.
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I associated the effects of darkness, corrosion or moss with the effects of bitumen, a
medium used by several Malaysian artists in their drawings. It was then that I decided
to use bitumen intensively in my next series.
I had never used bitumen in my drawings before. Bitumen is not a conventional drawing
medium, being rather an industrial material. However, I have become accustomed to
how it is altered and exploited by several Malaysian artists such as Ahmad Zakii Anwar,
Hamir Soib (b.1969) and Jalaini Abu Hassan (b. 1963). Hence, I had sense of the
potential and possibilities of the medium itself.
I began drawing with bitumen instinctively and spontaneously. I used smaller sized74
drawings as a practical move to allow me to get used to understanding and controlling
bitumen, and possibilities. I also used solvents such as kerosene, turpentine or thinner
to dilute the bitumen and observed the effects of the combination.
In the series of drawing titled Bitumen: Kecil, I began to feel that there was something
interesting about the medium.(fig. 26) Its viscous nature, smell and visual effect
fascinated me. This was undoubtedly an unfamiliar yet unique medium. This
characteristic reminded me of the nature and character of abandoned, mossy and
eroded Batu Aceh.
When I heavily diluted the bitumen with solvents to obtain a thin washed effect, I
became fascinated with the characteristics of the diluted bitumen. When dry, it created
the effect of layered form which was truly visually unique. The drying process left
scattered residues or small particles resembling dust. This unplanned experimentation
74 Small size here measures up to approximately 41.9 x 29.3 cm.
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projected its own tone or voice, akin to a voice which speaks out to its viewers without
inhibition.75 This had potential to propel my research to a higher level.
As I began sensing this subconscious quality in my bitumen drawings, I felt that I had
achieved a metamorphosis of form, albeit indirectly. Batu Aceh was now being projected
in a different, wild, alien or strange form. Its interpretation became multifarious; it was
as though it had appeared in semi-abstract human or plant form with various guises or
qualities.(fig. 27)
This experimental and improvised technique relates to the approach used by renowned
Malaysian artist Abdul Latiff Mohidin (b. 1941). In producing his series of drawings
entitled Pago-Pago, Abdul Latiff travelled to many locations in South East Asia in order
to draw the natural and cultural shapes he encountered.76 His approach was semi-
conscious and involved combining the unique shapes he encountered on his journeys,
such as pagodas, rooftops, and various forms of flora. (fig. 28) By referring to his notes
while trekking through South East Asia during 1964-69, we can observe his unique
attitude and perception in combining subconscious and controlled drawing. For
example, Latiff wrote: “Notes in a Corner of A Sketch: 1) An image is created as if to be a
substitute to the object. 2) There is always a sort of conflict between ‘the object that
exists in reality’ and ‘the image that is received as its substitute.”77
In the context of modern European art, the approach and technique of image generation
via medium exploration through external or semi-conscious control was significantly
advanced by surrealist Max Ernst (1891-1976). His notes give evidence of an
75 Aimone, Expressive Drawing, 23. Bernard Chaet explaining these idea as…instrumentation – technique
as the service of vision copying. Chaet, The Art of Drawing 3rd Edition, 226-227.
76 T. K. Sabapathy,“Pago-pago to Mindscape,” Pago-pago to Gelombang 40 years of Latiff Mohidin, ed. T.K.
Sabapathy (Singapore: Singapore Art Museum, 1994), 27-32.
77 A. Latiff Mohidin, LINE from point to point (Kuala Lumpur: Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, 1993), 190.
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exploration of unique visual effects occurs accidental and subconscious control
techniques such frottage, grattage, decalcomania and oscillation.78 These techniques
represent two roles at once: the first is an illusion of the image creation the artist wishes
to produce while the second is a manifestation of the exploration of the medium’s
characteristics which is applied outside of control.
The drawings I created with bitumen, though different in terms of the concepts and
media used by Abdul Latiff and Max Ernst, do relate to their methods and processes. The
important point here is the exploration of the subconscious mind and discovery of a
drawing technique led by the effects of an art medium, based on the interpretation of
the subject, nature or idea perceived.
Seeing the potential and interesting effects of bitumen, I began seriously thinking about
and researching this medium. There are generally two ways of obtaining bitumen-
natural or manufactured. The bitumen available in the market is generally refined
bitumen formed from the distillation of crude oil harvested from the earth’s crust. The
distillation process which occurs at temperatures of 350°C under atmospheric pressure
causes the oil to take on new forms that can be separated such as petroleum, benzene,
kerosene, liquid petroleum gas, and other forms including bitumen.79 Natural bitumen
on the other hand is the oldest engineering material known to humankind and is used as
an adhesive or sealing agent. Historically, natural bitumen has been in use since 6000
BCE by Sumerians as a sealing agent in the building of their ships.80 It is also said that
78 Frottage means rubbing, grattage means scrapping, gecalcomania means transferring, and oscillation
means automatic move. Moderna Museet, “Max Ernst’s Artistic Techniques,”
http://www.modernamuseet.se/en/Stockholm/Exhibitions/2008/Max-Ernst/Collage-Frottage-
Grattage/ (accessed 28 October 2015). Max Ernst had uitlised these techniques to create unique drawings,
which are authentically subconscious and spurred by the characteristics of the medium used, Judith Colen
(et. al.), Techniques of Modern Artists (London: QED Publishing Limited, 1983), 72-73, 98.
79 G V Chilingarian (et. al.), Bitumens, Asphalts and Tar Sands (New York: Elsevier Science, 1978), 28-29.
80 “Bitumen History,” http://www.bitumenuk.com/bitumen.asp (accessed 10 October 2015).
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bitumen was an ingredient in the mummification process, in addition to being used by
early Muslim physicians in salves for wounds and skin diseases.81 Natural bitumen had
also been used for various other purposes in many different civilizations.82 However, it
is now largely associated with engineering or industrial processes.
The history of bitumen and its various uses really caught my attention. This medium is
loaded with value and complex contextual relationships. It is a medium made from the
process of extreme pressure, heat and decomposition. The manifestation of those
extremes can be seen in its final form which is opaque black and sticky. From the point
of visual exploration, bitumen has the potential to be used in the creation of
experimental artworks. It has its own distinguished and unique visual features and
characteristics.
I enjoyed the idea that bitumen came from below the ground given that my study
focused on Batu Aceh, a marker of something underground. Without the body beneath
Batu Aceh would not exist. Thus I enjoyed toying with the idea of bringing something
from under the earth above ground as representative of underground elements.
Another interesting characteristic which drew my attention to bitumen is its yellowish
brown (sepia) effect.83 When the sticky black bitumen is diluted with solvents such as
kerosene or turpentine, it dissolves and changes colour into yellowish brown. This
effect reminds me of old paper-based materials and suggests nostalgia. It reminded me
of old newspaper clippings, old notes or the pages of a well-worn book, all of which are
associated with certain past events and memories. This effect triggered my memories of
81 Aramco World, “Bitumen – A History,” https://www.saudiaramcoworld.com/issue/198406/bitumen.-
.a.history.htm (accessed 20 October 2015).
82 Refer to Dr. Zayn Bikaldi, “Bitumen – A History,” Aramco World Magazine, November/December (1984):
2-9. In the essay, Dr. Zayn has reviewed the history of the discovery and use of bitumen in various
cultures and world civilizations.
83 This idea is similar to photographic art produced with a high sepia toning contrast effect.
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the past and of Batu Aceh itself, a cultural object from a bygone era, and an aspect of my
own past personal and cultural experience.
In my use of bitumen I was influenced by the works of Jalaini Abu Hassan (Jai).84 I saw
how Jai intensively explored the use of bitumen, especially in terms of colour and
form.85 (fig. 29) Using the technique developed in my previous small-sized Bitumen:
Kecil series of drawings, I wished to enhance the method through intensive application
of bitumen.
I therefore began the second phase of the bitumen drawings series with increased
intensity. I used medium sized paper86 and filled up the whole surface with bitumen.
This was a different approach from the one I had employed in Bitumen: Kecil drawings,
whereby I only focused on the centre of the drawing while leaving the surrounding area
untouched (as if creating a frame). This time, I paid full attention to the whole drawing
space and regarded the entire drawing paper as a field to explore my drawings.
The end result is a series of drawings titled Bitumen: Sederhana which are almost
abstract in nature. (fig. 30) The main image of the drawing remains the focus as it is in
the middle of the paper and is darker than its surroundings. Technically, this series
became rather dark when I applied too much pressure (bitumen spread) in the layers of
its formation. Repeated or layered pressure on the form occurred because I gave too
much thought to a rather intense nagging memory of Batu Aceh. Working rather quickly
by giving more space to intuition to decide the next action, almost all of the elements in
84 Jalaini Abu Hassan started using bitumen as a medium in art since the early 1990s. In fact, he was
considered a pioneer in using bitumen in drawings in Malaysia. Jai drawing with the mind’s eye (Kuala
Lumpur: Rusli Hashim Fine Art, 1999), 21.
85 In an exhibition catalog entitled BITUMANIA which highlights the work of bitumen medium, Jalaini Abu
Hassan wrote, “(bitumen)..is a medium that has no reason to be on canvas. But in the hands of (an
artist)…bitumen is tamed and turned into an elegant and unique medium, producing works of high
sophistication and deep complexity. This is not bitumen to be trod upon” Jalaini Abu Hassan, “Bitumania,”
BITUMANIA (Petaling Jaya: Pace Gallery, 2009), without page number.
86Medium size measurement is 100.5 x 70.5 cm.
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the drawing were beyond my full control. In fact, this was the involuntary situation that
I wished to achieve in the drawings in order to invoke a previously hidden or
suppressed inner voice.
This series of work is much darker than the previous one, which makes the process of
viewing the image a little difficult. The layers of bitumen have become quite thick and
almost eliminate the diluted layer that can be seen in the earlier bitumen drawings.
While working on the drawings, I was more focused on the idea of Batu Aceh and less
concerned about their visual appearance. It is related to the vision of a memory filled
with questions, faint memories, and an urge to draw which arose from my interaction
with the bitumen medium.
In general I was pleased with the thoughts, the production process and the end results. I
understood the idea and purpose of my practice, and had successfully immersed myself
in the creation process. As I gradually distanced myself from the drawings and
compared them to previous series, I realised I had gradually liberated myself from the
shackles of drawing the form of Batu Aceh. I had slowly brought out my inner voice,
experiences, and reflections on the unique and strange aspects of Batu Aceh, profoundly
widening and deepening my experience of Batu Aceh and of drawing itself.
I stopped creating Bitumen: Sederhana series of drawings when the drawing process
began to feel superficial and repetitive. I paused to reflect as well as to evaluate the
bitumen drawings that I had created. Although I was happy and pleased with every
aspect of the artwork I had produced, I discovered that there was still plenty of room for
me to extend my creative range in expressing ideas, visions or experiences of Batu Aceh.
Sometimes as I drew, I found that I still envisioned the form of Batu Aceh, when I should
have been focusing on the essence of the experience and not on its form. The essence of
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experience is abstract and hard to grasp. It is not the subject or object referred to but is
related to the sense of self in experiencing and feeling something. I may be unable to
explain logically why or how an image can take form or why a particular technique or
composition is used.
Chance is a vital ingredient in the Bitumen: Kecil and Bitumen: Sederhana series of
drawings.87 Chance “consciously” allows an artwork to be generated without controlling
the arrangement, structure or ending.88 It emphasises the idea, process and random
artistic actions. This is done in order to produce varying or fresh artistic expressions or
to invoke different possibilities.89 Looking back at my earlier work (beginning with the
exploration in the second chapter) and a selection of artists such as Max Ernst, Abdul
Latiff Mohidin and Cy Twombly who became my reference points, it became clear that
the idea of “chance” had influenced me in perceiving and producing art. I preferred to
allow random and unintentional characteristics to influence my work as they brought
freshness to the ideas or experience and thus carried the work into unexpected
directions. 90
This made me realize the abstract relationship between ideas, experience,
interpretation and the process of creating art. I believe that experience is the essence of
87 The idea of chance in art was first developed by Dada artists during the 1910s. “Skeptical of reason in
the wake of the war, dadaists turned to chance as an antidote. The random and the accidental offered a
way of letting go of conscious control. "The 'law of chance,'" a German-French Dada artist Hans Arp
(1886 – 1966) wrote, "can be experienced only in a total surrender to the unconscious." Using chance as a
technique for making works of art also presented a critique of the traditional notion of artistic mastery
and technical excellence. Artistic creation was no longer firmly in the control of the artist, but instead was
given over to arbitrary decision-making”. National Gallery of Australia, “DADA Techniques – Chance,”
https://www.nga.gov/exhibitions/2006/dada/techniques/chance.shtm (accessed 11 December 2015).
88 Jonas Ib F.H. Jensen, “Aesthetics of Chance,”
http://www.pissinginthewind.no/Bilder/TXT/Aestetics%20of%20chance.pdf (accessed 10 December
2015).
89 Ibid.
90 The situation is paralleled to what is mentioned by Lily Diaz that chance opens up new and creative
way soft expression. Lily Diaz, “By Chance, randomness and indeterminacy methods in art and design,”
Journal of Visual Art Practice Vol. 10 Number 1 (2011): 22.
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the artistic expression itself. It is related to the idea of observing a situation, thought,
event and so on. Experience has made me who I am in understanding and perceiving
things, how I interact with the world around me, in this case, the personal and cultural
context of Batu Aceh.
According to an American philosopher and psychologist, John Dewey (1859-1952),
circumstances and challenges in life will leave an impression in oneself which in turn
will create ideas and emotions.91 This is known as experience with a sense of value; it is
unique and distinctive as though it can be referred to as an object.92 In the Malaysian
context, artist Awang Damit Ahmad (b. 1956) makes artworks as manifestations of his
childhood experience in the agricultural and fishing areas in Sabah (fig. 31) with an
emphasis on daily life experiences.93 Art historian Muliyadi Mahamood observed that
this had gives a distinct characteristic to his work which is a “language” which projects
itself from the space which Ahmad had once inhabited.94 His experience had been
translated via a unique language or voice in order to capture the reflections of the
experience.
I decided to draw on my experiences in the whole process of tracing and “experiencing”
Batu Aceh. With large-sized paper95 and bitumen as my medium, I took the approach of
drawing in a purely abstract way. (fig. 32) In this series of drawing titled Bitumen: Besar,
I emphasised the promptings of instinct, action and the act of painting which arose from
the drawing activity itself. This was different from my previous artwork as it stressed
my physical involvement in working on a larger sheet of paper.
91 John Dewey, “Art as Experience,” Art and its Significance: An Anthology of Aesthetic Theory 3rd Edition
(New York: State University of New York, 1994), 205.
92 Ibid.: 206.
93 Path to Marista: Awang Damit Ahmad 1996 -2002, (Kuala Lumpur: Balai Seni Lukis Negara, 2002), 12.
94 Ibid.: 13.
95 Commonly sized 151 x 100 cm.
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As before, I mixed the bitumen with a solvent. The visual result was filled with traces
and layers of uneven, dusty, faded, and vague forms of bitumen. Sometimes I would
apply or sprinkle the diluted bitumen on paper before later sprinkling dissolving agent
on top of it. This gave the artwork the visual effect of layers, blurring and also fading.
This work represents an intensive and radical quest to find the characteristics, nature or
limits of bitumen as an art medium when it is combined with solvents. It can also be
said to be a record of the sensation of my drawing action. On a formal plane, the
drawings demonstrate planarity in a horizontal space. This visual dynamic forces the
viewer to explore the whole area of the drawing, which can be said to exist within and
without the shallow space of the drawing.
This Bitumen: Besar series of drawing is definitive when viewed in the overall context of
this project or when viewed in itself. It conveys my thoughts, feelings and the burden I
carried in the process of my personal experiences with Batu Aceh as a poetic evocation.
As Gerhard Richter (b. 1932) puts it “abstract pictures are fictive models, because they
make visible a reality that we can neither see nor describe, but whose existence we can
postulate”96.
On the whole, through the production of the three series of works in my second year of
candidature, I had shifted the creation of my works to different levels. This was done by
focusing on exploring the element of lines as well as mediums different from the
previous works. The focus on the element of lines was based on my effort to fathom the
senses and feelings I had experienced concerning Batu Aceh. Works produced through
the Linear Exploration 1 series can be described as my attempts to step out of my
comfort zone. I used lines as the element for self-expression based on my experience
96 Gerhard Richter: Text, Writings, Interviews and Letters 1961 – 2007, (London: Thames and Hudson,
2009), 121.
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related to Batu Aceh. Although not all works from this series can be considered as
successful, I found that the element of lines has the potential to be expanded in the next
exploration. Meanwhile, through Linear Exploration 2, I used the iris print technique as
a platform to explore the element of lines. As a result, the works produced in the series
are different compared to the previous ones as I was able to explore aspects such as
layers, size of works and value of lines more intensively. In the third series, which I have
titled as Bitumen, I had extended the aspect of lines exploration by using bitumen as the
medium. This medium has produced visual effects that are different and unique. These
abstract drawings have helped in realizing the poetic and metaphorical evocations I had
experienced in relation to Batu Aceh. Clearly, by exploring the element of lines and using
different mediums, I have expanded the forms of my art expressions. This gave more
colors to the interpretation of my experience in relation to Batu Aceh.
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Fig. 16. LE 1: Bebas, 2013, Ink on paper, 29.7 x 42 cm.
Fig. 17. LE 1: Kontour, 2013, Ink on paper, 76 x 56.5 cm.
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Fig. 18. Tajuddin Ismail, Form and Space No. 1, 2011, Pastel and charcoal on paper, 125
x 95 cm.
Fig. 19. Ibrahim Hussein, Lift, 2001, Acrylic on canvas, 152 x 152 cm.
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Fig. 20. LE 1: Garis 1, 2013, Pen on paper, 41.2 x 28.7 cm.
Fig. 21. LE 1: Garis 2, 2013, Pen on paper, 41.2 x 28.7 cm.
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Fig. 22. LE 2: Garis Aceh, 2013, Iris print on paper, 212.5 x 114 cm.
Fig. 23. Claude Heath, Atlantic Wall, Pitcher Plant, 2003, acrylic inks on triacetate film,
mounted onto perspex, 30 x 30 30 cm.
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Fig. 24. LE 2: Garis Kasar, 2013, Iris print on paper, 212.5 x 114 cm.
Fig. 25. LE 2: Garis Ruang, 2013, Iris print on paper, 212.5 x 114 cm.
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Fig. 26. Bitumen: Kecil, 2013, Bitumen on paper, 41.9 x 29.3 cm.
Fig. 27. Bitumen: Kecil, 2013, Bitumen on paper, 41.9 x 29.3 cm.
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Fig. 28. Abdul Latiff Mohidin, Pago-pago, Bangkok, 1967, ballpoint pen on paper, 15 x
11 cm.
Fig. 29. Jalaini Abu Hassan, Ombak, 2014, Bitumen and acrylic on canvas, 213 x 213 cm
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Fig. 30. Bitumen: Sederhana, 2013, Bitumen on paper, 100.5 x 70.5 cm.
Fig. 31. Awang Damit Ahmad, Jejak Waktu…Bilah-bilah yang patah, 2014, 153 x 244 cm,
mixed media on canvas.
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Fig. 32. Bitumen: Besar, 2013, Bitumen on paper, 151 x 99.7 cm.
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Chapter 3
In this chapter I will discuss three series of work that I have produced during the third
phase of this project. Made throughout the third year of my candidature, from January
to December 2014, they are respectively titled Ballad of the Lost Map, Ambiguous Map
and Layers of Context. The production of these series involved the image transfer
technique. The Ballad of the Lost Map series, completed within the period from January
to June 2014, comprises 50 drawings. They were made based on my examination of the
locations with Batu Aceh and my exploration of the contexts surrounding the object.
Inspired by several poems revolving around the theme of map, I decided to employ map
as a metaphor in this series. Here, the images of Batu Aceh were superimposed, stacked
or juxtaposed with blurred images of maps.
In the second series, Ambiguous Map, I also used images of maps. Produced from July to
September 2014, these works feature confusing maps that I created. The maps reflect
my confusing journey of understanding certain contexts related to Batu Aceh. This
series consists of three drawings.
For the final series, Layers of Context, I appropriated photographic images associated
with the culture of Batu Aceh. I edited these images and superimposed and juxtaposed
them, using several methods, to address the notion of diversity as reflected in the
diverse contextual elements of Batu Aceh. These five drawings were made from October
to December 2014.
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Ballad of the Lost Map
The locations and layouts of traditional Islamic graveyards are generally never fixed.
They could be erected next to a house or an orchard, or even a drain or a river, and their
layouts are usually erratic. This happens because they are normally built without
proper planning, and with no permanent party assigned to maintain them. Another
main factor contributing to this is the difficulty of obtaining a large and proper site for
building a graveyard. In some cases whereby someone donates a piece of land for this
purpose, the land’s location is sometimes unsuitable. In the past, villagers often had no
choice but to build their village’s graveyard at the location provided by the authority.
The location of graveyards, particularly those with Batu Aceh gravestones, has a special
relationship with and importance for me. From my experience, I found that each village
within the vicinity of my home has its own traditional graveyard.97 Every time my family
visited our relatives in other villages, we often passed by these graveyards. The
graveyard in each village had various forms of gravestones, one of which was what I
now understand to be Batu Aceh. I cannot recall the exact locations and shapes of Batu
Aceh I had come across at that time. However, I could still remember that its upper
portion was large and its body richly decorated with intricate carvings. I could also
remember seeing these unique gravestones at several different graveyards in different
villages.
These recollections surely indicate that I was actually long aware of the existence of
Batu Aceh. Of course my knowledge of it then was naïve and very slight, but I knew that
I always observed the forms and locations of these gravestones. Through my careful,
97 Parit Bakar county where I grew up in has over fifty traditional villages. Each village usually has its own
traditional graveyard.
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and sometimes casual, observation, I instinctively became aware of the uniqueness of
Batu Aceh. I eventually realised that this kind of gravestones was only used in certain
locations, and that the distances between graveyard sites with Batu Aceh were normally
quite far. At that time, I perceived these, i.e. the location and the distance, to be two key
elements contributing to the distinctiveness of Batu Aceh.
When I first embarked on this project, my mind was constantly pre-occupied with
thoughts about the location, uniqueness and mysteriousness of Batu Aceh. My interest
in studying the location of sites with this gravestone within Peninsular Malaysia led me
to searching for more information about it. Based on Othman Mohd. Yatim’s research
findings, I discovered that Batu Aceh could be found abundantly in settlements located
upstream within certain places in Peninsular Malaysia.98 The latest research by Daniel
Perrett and Kamarudin Ab. Razak, on the other hand, reveals that the gravestones are
scattered around diverse locations in the Peninsula.99 All these research results
confirmed my assumption that Batu Aceh actually exists in various locations throughout
the country.
I began to think of the relationship between Batu Aceh’s locations and its uniqueness. At
the same time, ironically, I have very little understanding of the gravestone. Thanks to
my pressing desire to know more, I then seriously studied the maps of the distribution
of the locations of Batu Aceh throughout Peninsular Malaysia from the researches done
by Yatim, Perrett and Razak.
98 Yatim, Batu Aceh: Early Islamic Gravestones in Peninsular Malaysia, 101-129.
99 Through the research done by Perrett and Razak, it is discovered that Batu Aceh does not necessarily
exist in dedicated or common graveyards; the gravestone can also be found in villages or suburban areas
far from rivers. Sometimes, it would exist solely in certain areas which have been abandoned. Hence the
scope of Batu Aceh’s locations in Peninsular Malaysia had become wider thanks to Perrett and Razak’s
research. Refer Perrett dan Razak, Batu Aceh Johor dalam Perbandingan (Johor’s Batu Aceh in
Comparison), 1- 55.
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These distribution maps really sparked my imagination and excitement. Studying the
black and white maps allowed me to not only recognise the distribution pattern of the
gravestone in a certain location but also gauge the distances, locations and other
relationships pertaining to it. The maps and the marks, symbols and patterns on them
visually affected me and made me curious about their meanings, and purposes (fig. 33).
While deeply engrossed in studying the maps, I inadvertently recalled the title to an
anthology of poems by the Malaysian poet and National Literary Laureate, A. Samad
Said (b. 1935): Ballad of the Lost Map. Written in a passionate style, the poems
responded to the realities of life resulting from the tide of modernisation sweeping
Malaysia throughout the 1980s. Said wrote that, “this anthology… is born out of the
anguish of man, trapped in the midst of a restless world”.100 He added that “anguished
voices come from the ditches and hovels of the shanty towns; the mists and shadows of
my memory; the cut and thrust of politics; the confusion of continual travel; the faith of
weary humanity; and the compassion of natural conscience”.101
This poetry anthology was not directly related to my project, but in the midst of my
excitement from studying the maps of Batu Aceh I suddenly recalled it whose title also
contains the word ‘map’. Reading the poems made me realise that I could possibly apply
some of them to the process of relating myself, personally and culturally, to Batu Aceh.
One of the most memorable poems is Bumi Sendiri (Our Land):
We are now
pressured in the centre
blistering revenge,
currently elbowed










we have to be mad
in all honesty
to remain in dignity
on our own land.102
I certainly saw some connection between the desire for dignity expressed in the poem
and the dignity afforded by an understanding and appreciation of cultural objects such
as Batu Aceh. Reading these poems stirred my soul and animated my imagination. I
could say that I sort of experienced a surge of artistic energy, an energy that I thought
could potentially be linked with my exploration of the contexts of Batu Aceh based on
my experiences. This sparked the idea in me to create artworks using the element of
maps.
Furthermore, while reading a few of these poems and understanding the essence of the
entire anthology, I felt utterly moved by the title and intrigued by the idea it brought
forth. Ballad of the Lost Map can be said to be a picture of the restlessness and anxiety of
the Malay Muslims in Malaysia who were caught up in the dilemmas of a life
transformed by modernisation. It portrays the confusion they experienced owing to
their living in a world where the old Malay traditions, the new modern culture, and the
uncertain future coexisted. I felt that this accurately described my personal relationship
with Batu Aceh. In metaphorical terms, in seeking to understand and appreciate Batu
102 Ibid, : 21
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Aceh, I appeared to be embarking on a journey through life without any concrete
information to guide me. My situation was akin to that of a traveller who has lost his
map; and so I lamented my misfortune in the form of a ballad.
I also recalled how Julie Mehretu used her life experiences, of a place, an object, or an
event, as raw materials for her art-making. In my case, when I highlighted the aspect
and idea of location based on my experiences of observing and learning about Batu Aceh
by weaving the experiences in a journey as soft as a ballad, I was actually belting out a
song about my life experiences. The art produced is a poetic evocation, through object
and location metaphors, as a mark of the journey.
The idea or concept for the artworks I wished to produce appeared very attractive, but I
faced several challenges when it came to execution and technique. At first, I considered
replicating Mehretu and Rauschenberg’s method of highlighting their life experiences
through the images and objects that they portrayed. So I gathered various images I
thought I could relate to Batu Aceh. For example, I gathered diverse types of calligraphic
art, decorations and motifs from the Malay-Muslim traditions. In the context of Batu
Aceh, Arab-Jawi script and calligraphy are important because they reflect certain
aspects of Islamic culture, Sufi teachings, and Malay customs and traditions. The
decorations and motifs on Batu Aceh, such as flowers, mountains103 and geometrical
patterns, became part of my focus as well. They were chosen as they partly inform the
cosmology of the Malay community who were closely connected with the culture and
practice of Batu Aceh.
103Mountain ranges are a conventional motif in the decorative and artistic traditions of the Indonesian
archipelago. These mountains can be understood as referring to the cosmic mountain, Mount Meru.
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I tried to produce my works by combining the various images I have chosen to form
images of map. However, over time, I felt that this particular compositional approach
appeared confusing. The process of combining diverse cultural contexts through various
images with the location factor I had in mind was a failure (fig. 34). I thought that this
was a rather shallow and vain endeavour. I knew that something was amiss because I
did not feel any sense of creative and explorative passion based on the original concept I
have had in mind. The product of this early stage failed to embody the initial feeling that
I got upon reading the poems from the Ballad of the Lost Map anthology. I decided not to
continue with that approach, and took a step back to review my artistic strategy. I
finally realised that producing a work of art is about discovering not merely the spirit
embedded within the work but also the most suitable technique to translate the artist’s
idea. When I used too many images derived from multiple backgrounds, I essentially
flooded the space of composition in my works. Applying too many elements only made
my works look cluttered, superficial, unfocused and appalling.
I later decided to create simpler and more focused artworks. Using the image transfer
technique, I superimposed images of Batu Aceh on top of the distribution maps of its
locations. For me, maps could accurately and metaphorically portray the process of
understanding and journeying, which here could be linked to my experience of getting
to know Batu Aceh. A map provides a clue to a location, a destination. I used maps in a
poetic way to search for the locations and directions that would give me deeper insight
into Batu Aceh. My quest was fraught with many uncertainties. That was why I decided
that in my next series of work I would incorporate fragmented, blurry, overlapped or
reversed maps to reflect my confusion in the process of discovering and exploring Batu
Aceh. I obtained the maps from various sources. At this stage, I did not emphasise on the
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locations where the gravestones could be found in Peninsular Malaysia or South East
Asia as originally referred to in the maps. What was more important in my art-making
process was to use and depict topographic and chorographic maps104 without referring
to any specific locations. My main point was to highlight the usage of maps as a
representation of information. In addition I would overlay translucent photographic
images of Batu Aceh on top of the maps (fig. 35). I once again employed photographic
images of Batu Aceh primarily because, for me, they could express the truth and reality
of the object more explicitly. Laying the maps under the images was to show that
despite the high visibility of the gravestone, my journey of exploring it was somewhat
blurry and confusing.
In this series, I produced a total of fifty drawings featuring different forms, styles and
decorations of Batu Aceh as well as numerous combinations of the maps. In every
drawing, an image of Batu Aceh was laid over an image of a map that has been rendered
blurred, reversed or distorted (fig. 36). I used a large number of the images of Batu Aceh
to show the diversity of its form and the richness of its long history. The maps, on the
other hand, act as a metaphor for my journey of exploring the gravestone.
The idea for producing this series took its inspiration from A. Samad Said’s poems in the
above-mentioned Ballad of the Lost Map anthology. From my personal point of view,
these poems can be said to be written by a man who has become disoriented and lost
his way on his life’s journey. He is caught between the tensions of tradition and
modernisation. He tries to see into the future and evaluates the past. Resigned to his
current fate, he looks for ways to escape from the challenges he is facing. In the end, he
finds no clear answer, and becomes like a traveller who has lost his way after losing his
104 Chorography: systematic description and mapping of regions or districts.
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map. He mournfully laments the confusion into which he has fallen in the course of his
quest. Although the world he is searching for lies wide open before his eyes, he takes
twisted and winding roads with ambiguous and aimless objectives.
Ambiguous Map
After going through an arduous process of making the Ballad of the Lost Map series, my
obsession with maps grew even stronger. I was particularly fascinated with black and
white maps created by lithography. I attempted to gain some insight into the purpose,
function and process of map production, or cartography. The word ‘map’ comes from
the Latin mappa which means ‘napkin’ or ‘tablecloth’.105 In general, a map is an overall
or partial picture of the surface of the earth which is drawn on a flat surface according
to a certain scale.106 More specifically, a map is defined as a cartographic representation
of specific spatial information.107 As stated by Susan Mayhew, “Maps are of-the-moment,
brought into being through practices (embodied, social, technical)”.108 One of the
important functions of a map is that it can pinpoint the location of a place on the surface
of the earth. A map can also be used to depict the distribution pattern of the various
conditions, including the physical and social conditions, of a region.109 In geography, the
act of creating maps, or mapping, refers to the process of measuring, calculating and
portraying the earth’s surface using certain methods to produce a soft or hardcopy of a
105 REBER “Apa itu peta? (What is a Map),” http://remaja-berencana.blogspot.my/2014/03/apa-itu-
peta.html (accessed 2 December 2015).
106 Ibid.




109 REBER “Apa itu peta? (what is a Map),”
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map, either in the form of vector or raster.110 Mapping is also a graphic representation
of a procedure, process, structure or system, which depict the arrangement of and
relationship among its different components.111
I was particularly attracted to the general and thematic black and white maps of coastal
areas and islands. They convey certain meanings and images to me. Foremost, they
remind me of my origin in the Malay Archipelago and of the places where Batu Aceh
used to appear and spread to. The maps’ black and white images give a sense of
ambiguity, thus causing confusion in our perceiving or reading of their positive and
negative areas (i.e. between the land masses and the oceans). Other interesting features
of these maps which catch my attention are the linear elements that draw the contours
of a land surface.
Although largely inspired by the idea of maps expressed in A. Samad Said’s poetry
anthology, I started studying maps with the original intention of identifying the
locations of Batu Aceh throughout Peninsular Malaysia. I eventually came to view and
appreciate maps more intensively. If in the previous series I haved used maps as a
metaphor for my personal feelings and experiences of Batu Aceh, now I once again was
drawn to adopting the same approach. I wanted to use maps to represent the wandering
nature of my quest in finding the base, or, more precisely, the location of my purpose for
exploring the various contexts surrounding Batu Aceh.
This inspiration came about after I read and analysed the inscriptions on Batu Aceh,
which have been recorded and examined by other researchers. I noticed that they were
110Mugni Sulaeman, “Makna Pemetaan (The Meaning of Mapping),”
http://mugnisulaeman.blogspot.my/2013/01/arti-pengertian-pemetaan.html (accessed 2 December
2015).
111 Business Dictionary, “Mapping,” http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/mapping.html
(accessed 2 December 2015).
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written in a range of tones and linguistic styles and for diverse purposes. For instance,
an inscription on a one particular Batu Aceh gravestone reads, “Understand that the
world is but a guest house; to repose by night before moving on in the morning”.112
Another gravestone features a poem composed in a Sufistic vein: “Death is an open door
for man to enter; death is a goblet from which all man sip”.113 While most of the
gravestones were inscribed with the Islamic basic statement of faith or Tauhid (in
Arabic), namely “There is no other God but Allah, and Muhammad is the messenger of
God”, some serve to record the deaths of sultans or rulers together with the dates of
their demise. Some texts are incomplete, or perhaps abstract and vague in meaning,
such as the one that reads “Above them and, it is gone, sorrowful, migrating, in the
morning”,114 and some were written in classical Malay script, thus difficult to
understand and decipher.115
Reading the transcriptions of these inscriptions prompted me to consider delving
deeper into the aspects or contexts associated with them. For example, if the inscription
is a Sufi poem, I would like to know who the writer was and why he had chosen to
inscribe those words on the gravestone. I was also interested to study other inscriptions
that could lead me to making some discoveries related to the fields of history, literature
and linguistics. After analysing several reviews written by a few researchers of Batu
Aceh, I realised that it was impossible for me to study and understand the majority of
the inscriptions still in existent. Apart from their success in reading the largely readable
inscriptions of the statement of Tauhid and the genealogies of the ancestors of certain
sultans or rulers, most researchers are still unable to decipher the actual origins,
112 Othman Mohd. Yatim and Abdul Halim Nasir, Epigrafi Islam terawal di Nusantara (Early Islamic





meanings and purposes of the large bulk of these epigraphic texts. Moreover, most of
them only focus on making general interpretations to the texts.116
Realising the profound challenge of understanding and re-analysing Batu Aceh
inscriptions, I shifted my focus to engaging with “contextual elements” that could be
discerned from the surface of Batu Aceh. I visualised the elements to be ambiguous,
floating, juxtaposed, or laid on top one another. Some of them were clearly visible,
others blurred; some were full of meaning, others devoid of meaning. In trying to grasp
what was happening, I found myself amidst these “contextual elements”. The situation I
was in could be likened to that of an explorer attempting to explore a new territory –
resembling my own life – but without sufficient knowledge about it. I felt that the
exploratory process was comparable to the process of mapping a journey towards
understanding of what has transpired.
Enthused by the idea, I decided to create a series of drawings based on black and white
maps of coastal areas and islands which I obtained from varied sources. I surf the
Internet to look for this kind of maps produced using lithography method. I did not at all
pay attention as to their origins, purposes and locations. Instead, what was of utmost
importance for me was that the maps showed the places of particular interest to me, i.e.
coastal areas and islands.
I stacked and juxtaposed the black and white maps in different scales and focus qualities
to form a new plain, a new topography. This reveals my effort at creating maps for
coastal areas or islands (fig. 37). However, the maps appeared confusing as they were
116 At times it is challenging to decipher what is written on the surface of the gravestone, particularly the
old ones. In this context, researchers such as Othman Mohd. Yatim and Abdul Halim Nasir (in Malaysia)
are forced to rely on the interpretations of the locals or those who still retain knowledge and
understanding of classical Malay language (influenced by Sanskrit and local languages). In addition to that,
other challenges include incomplete inscriptions due to erosion. Ibid.: 99-109. Researchers based in
Indonesia faced the same challenges. Refer Guillot and Kalus, Inskripsi Islam tertua di Indonesia, 20-22.
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void of any clear reference to a specific area or region. They were not easily understood,
and, in fact, they suggest a play on the topography of one or more areas with the express
aim of sowing confusion.
Creating maps, or mapping, is a process to explain something unknown, unclear or not
yet concrete. The term mapping also refers to something else: metaphor. This is clarified
by an artist and researcher who have applied aspects of cartography in many of her
work, Ruth Watson (b. 1962). She observed that in the West, the term mapping has been
used ubiquitously and dominantly as an operational metaphor.117 It is a process for
building a space of ideas, and for illustrating a reality conceptually. In this regard too,
the eminent cartographic scholars Arthur Robinson and Barbara Petchenik maintained
that “everything is somewhere and no matter what other characteristics objects do not
share; they always share relative location that is spatiality”.118 By mapping a location
using the maps drawn in different times and for different purposes, I have linked,
converged and shared them together. I re-mapped a number of maps to construct a new
space of ideas in order to map the state of my thoughts as I was exploring the contextual
dimensions of the epigraphic inscriptions of Batu Aceh. The vastness and divergence of
the backgrounds of these “contextual elements” are markedly reflected in the distinctive
complexity of the map – which looks like an abstract mind map or journey.
My work now involved creating a new space that could explain the location of my
abstract idea. This was similar to the way the Australian artist Susanna Castleden (b.
1968) integrated the use of maps into many of her work. One of the ways Castleden
produced her art (mapped) is by gathering information about a place she has never set
117 Ruth Watson, “Mapping and Contemporary Art,” The Cartographic Journal Vol. 46 No. 4 (November
2009): 295.
118 Arthur Robinson and Barbara Petchenik, The Nature of Maps: Essay towards Understanding Maps and
Mapping (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976), 4.
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foot before, and mapped the place based on her interpretation of the information.119 She
produced a map by ambiguously superimposing, juxtaposing, overlaying or stacking
multiple maps together (fig. 38). This method can be seen as analogous to the process of
compressing or layering information about a similar location which is obtained from a
number of sources. It is also the artist’s way of expressing or representing a different
space in a location she has never physically visited. Hence, her work deals with a place
or a wish that has been realised through mapping process.
The stacking and ambiguous mapping process that I applied is significant as it
demonstrates the fairly confused state of mind I was in during my initial exploration of
the contextual elements surrounding the epigraphic texts inscribed on Batu Aceh. My
confusion arose due to the fact that the information that I have obtained was so
numerous and diverse. However, the irony was that I could not comprehensively and
fully comprehend the information. I presumed that this state of confusion clearly lacked
the dimensions of time and space. It engulfed and crowded my mind.
The use of mapping as an artistic strategy to translate an artist’s thoughts and emotions
is evident in a work by the Indian-born artist Zarina Hashmi (b. 1937). In her work
Dividing Line, Hashmi referred to the mapping lines that define the political border
between India and Pakistan (fig. 39). Expressed based on Hashmi’s personal experience,
the lines bring her emotions, memories and hopes to the surface.120 Here we once again
observe how mapping lines are employed to depict the various spaces, times and
locations experienced by the mapper. Finally, contour lines, in the context of mapping,
119 Susanna Castleden, “Wonderlast: Mobility, Mapping and Being in the World,”
https://researchbank.rmit.edu.au/eserv/rmit:160616/Castleden.pdf (accessed 2 December 2015).
120 Stout, Contemporary Drawing from the 1960s to Now, 32-33.
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become utterly ambiguous. They no longer represent the real limits of the earth’s
surface but serve as a vehicle for expressing the mapper’s emotions and thoughts.
Layers of Context
In the course of producing the Ambiguous Map series I was exposed to a range of
information regarding the contexts of Batu Aceh. Hence, I eventually understood the
type of information which could be drawn from the gravestones. The information deals
with a variety of issues, including the politics and power of the Malay Sultanate, Islam,
literature, customs, and language. After completing the series, I began to contemplate
earnestly further aspects related to the contexts of Batu Aceh. If previously I was
inclined to viewe these aspects as contextual elements represented in the form of maps,
I now regarded them as a form of experience that could possibly be translated based on
the cultural settings of the locations where Batu Aceh could be found. I imagined the
original cultural setting where Batu Aceh originated from to be a space filled with
Malay-Muslim socio-cultural characteristics. It was these socio-cultural factors that
influenced and shaped the lives of the community that practised the culture of using
Batu Aceh. One of my strategies here was also to combine Batu Aceh with other cultural
elements existing in that society.
In order to produce this series, I relied once again on the intensive use of photographic
images and the image transfer technique. First of all, I was fascinated and, indeed,
influenced by the way Robert Rauschenberg represented his subjects via photographic
images. He utilised filtered and edited photographic images to depict the subjects that
he wanted to address. His work Sky Garden, produced in 1969 (fig. 40), for example,
employs edited photographic images of the launch of Apollo 11 to the moon in 1969. In
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this work we can get a glimpse at the technical details of the rocket as well as the view
of its launch pad in Florida. Rauschenberg also juxtaposed an image of an astronaut with
other images to present his personal interpretation to the event. This artwork captures
the artist’s emotions of experiencing and witnessing the launch of Apollo 11.121 One
thing unique about this work is that Rauschenberg has made good use of photographic
images to translate his life experience of an event occurred at a certain timeline. In this
work I could sense the effect and power of artistic photographic manipulation. It offers
a wide range of interpretations and is underpinned with contextual relationships. The
juxtaposition of the translucent images of the rocket with the images of smoke clouds,
trees and fauna, and the use of certain colours give the work a strong visual impact. In
addition, the application of the technique also helps broaden the possible scope of
interpretation and appreciation of Sky Garden.
An artwork employing such a visual strategy and format can reveal the wide contexts
and the broad range of possible meanings related to the subject that it portrays. From
another perspective, my intention of using photographic images was to make the
presentation of my works look current. Photographic editing, specifically through the
technique of image transfer, could give the impression that the artworks were made in
this current time and within the current frame of thinking.
After settling on an art-making strategy, I began gathering photographic images. I
highlighted the element of Malay-Muslim handicraft through the use of the images of the
patterns and flora of Malay traditional carvings. The images were then arranged with
other background images culled from different socio-cultural contexts. The composition
process involved editing, juxtaposing, stacking and layering of these images. My modus
121 Jaklyn Babington, Stoned Moon Robert Rauschenberg (Canberra: National Gallery of Australia, 2010), 9.
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operandi, or more precisely, my decision on which images to use and how and where to
place them in the works were subjective. I relied on my instincts to guide me in making
these decisions (fig. 41).
Apart from being heavily influenced by Julie Mehretu and Robert Rauschenberg, I was
also inspired by Othman Mohd. Yatim’s method of reading and interpreting the designs
and motifs on Batu Aceh. In his approach, Yatim mixes and matches ideas from different
cultural traditions. For example, he relates the lotus pattern on Batu Aceh with the
Egyptian blue and white lotuses (Egyptian culture), as well as with other types of
lotuses in South-East Asia.122 He also associates the decorations on Batu Aceh with the
traditional decorative arts commonly found in Banda Aceh and throughout Peninsular
Malaysia.123
I regarded Yatim’s approach of linking these disparate cultural elements and ideas as
rather unique and challenging. Contextually associating floral motifs on Batu Aceh with
the tradition and visual culture of Egypt is quite strange and unexpected. At this
juncture, I should stress that my focus here is not to debate or criticise Yatim’s approach.
Instead, my point is that his way of interpreting and contextualising the designs and
motifs on Batu Aceh appears somewhat too imaginative and extensive. It was this that
piqued my interest as I noticed the parallelism between Yatim’s pattern of
interpretation and my method of composing works in the Layers of Context series.
Furthermore, by studying Yatim’s method of interpretation I was also able to gain a
broader insight into the complex characteristics and the rich contextual backgrounds of
Batu Aceh.
122 Yatim, Batu Aceh: Early Islamic gravestones in Peninsular Malaysia, 82.
123 Ibid.: 92-93.
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In some other examples of his research, Yatim bases his interpretation of the images
and symbols on Batu Aceh upon the traditional visual culture of the Malay-Muslims in
the Archipelago. I felt that some of his interpretations are quite complicated. For
instance, when he discusses the framed panels on the body of Batu Aceh, Yatim claims
that they indeed resemble mihrab.124 Mihrab, in Islamic culture, refers to a niche or
chamber in a mosque indicating the direction of Mecca, or kiblat. On Batu Aceh, these
mihrab-like panels are usually inscribed with a wide variety of texts, such as the
statement of Tauhid, Qur’anic verses, poetry, records of the demise of kings, and words
of wisdom from rulers. Sometimes floral decorations could be found at the edges or
within the cracks of these panels. This, Yatim suggests, indicates that there exits a
special relationship between the mihrab of a mosque and the mihrab of a gravestone.
Yatim goes on to relate the elements on the mihrabs of Batu Aceh to ideas from various
contexts, including Sufism, Malay traditional decorative arts, and Islamic teachings and
traditions.
This sort of interpretation is rather bizarre. Mihrab is a place of worship, a place where
the imam leads prayers in mosque. Thus, it somehow seems very strange to associate it
with gravestone. In fact, praying while facing a graveyard is forbidden in Islam.
However, what really intrigued me was Yatim’s bold way of reading and interpreting
elements on Batu Aceh. I later discovered that such method of interpretation involves
certain elements of imagination and diversity. I could make such a statement because I
was viewing through the eyes of a visual artist and not a historian or sociologist. Batu
Aceh has been made into a broad subject of discourse dealing with various perspectives
and contexts. It was this approach that I wished to portray in my artworks. It could be
124 Ibid.: 96.
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translated by means of an image composition using layering, juxtaposition and stacking
processes.
When considering the matter of context and the complication of composition, I recalled
the general characteristics of the designs and decorations of the Malay-Muslim arts in
the Archipelago. The tropical environment of the Archipelago is lush and verdant and
teeming with all kinds of flora. Hence the design of the decorations in the region’s arts is
often heavily inspired by the diversity and richness of its flora and vegetation.125 Malay-
Muslim woodcarvings, for example, are essentially characterised by winding motifs and
intricate designs that make reference to the different forms and types of plants in this
region (fig. 42).126 In creating my works, I did not apply or replicate the complicated
designs and patterns of the traditional arts. However, I have managed to acquire certain
ideas concerning the expression and arrangement of traditional arts, particularly as
regards their complex characters and composition. This, at the very least, has become a
catalyst for me to translate the notion of complexity based on my own interpretation of
it.
Hence, the idea of diversity was actually derived from the socio-culture of the
Archipelago itself. It was expressed through the artworks that I produced in a complex
and random manner. The images in the artworks were composed randomly without
giving much thought to the logical or rational relationship between an image. This
reflects the manifestation, or my interpretation, of a diverse and complex socio-culture.
In this regard, my intention of making compositions from these images was not to mock
125 The aspects of flora as a main source of inspiration for Malay decoration and designs have received
numerous scholarly reviews and analysis. Refer, Mubin Sheppard, Taman Indera: A Royal Pleasure Ground:
Malay Decorative Arts and Pastimes (Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press , 1972), Abdul Halim Nasir,
Traditional Malay Woodcarving (Kuala Lumpur: Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, 1987), Norwani Mohd.
Nawawi,Malaysian Songket (Kuala Lumpur: Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, 1989).
126 Syed Ahmad Jamal, Rupa dan Jiwa (Form and Soul) (Kuala Lumpur: Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, 1992),
51.
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certain images or icons, but to generate a dynamic visual dialogue, similar to the way
Rauschenberg created his visual dialogue in Sky Garden.
Another important point was that the process of creating the Layers of Context series
could be likened to peeling off the outer shell of Batu Aceh, layer by layer, to reveal its
contents or components that contribute to its formation. The contents were separated,
and then rearranged randomly, either by placing them side by side or overlapping them
with other components. The objective of producing the schematic patterns or drawings
in this series was not to explicate the socio-cultural contexts of Batu Aceh but to expose
the images related to those contexts within the discourse of complexity and diversity.
Additionally, my aim was also to present and share my ideas and experiences in the
course of exploring and understanding the nature and spirit of the socio-culture of Batu
Aceh. As such, I did not intend to literally describe its socio-cultural dimensions.
One of the usual perceptions about artworks produced by stacking or juxtaposing
edited photographic images is that they are illogical and devoid of meaning. Apart from
Robert Rauschenberg, David Salle also used this kind of approach in his work to the
extent that viewers often face difficulties in relating one image to another. In the end,
Salle’s work is generally perceived as a meaningless play on images.127 However, a
meaningless work can be made meaningful when its lack of meaning becomes its
meaning or serve as its context. Furthermore, the sense of a lack of meaning can also be
associated with the artist’s reaction to his experience with the visual culture of mass
127 David Salle himself admitted that his artwork did not require deep contemplation in searching for
context or ideas between each image or the entire image used. His artwork is full of repetitive images
from the past, which contains signs that are both significant and insignificant at the same time. Janet
Malcolm, Forty-one false starts: Essays on Artists and Writers (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2013),
14-16.
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media.128 In view of its advanced ability to project still and moving images clearly and
quickly throughout the different phases of life, mass media has given rise to a new
visual culture. Most of the meanings of the signs and images in Salle’s work cannot be
fully comprehended. Hence, what is really apparent in his work is the documentation of
his interaction with and interpretation of the visual culture surrounding him, regardless
of whether he understood it or not.
Even though there is no clear relation between the style and form of her art, I felt that
Julie Mehretu’s art-making process is important to be discussed briefly here, given that
the artistic process that she uses is parallel to the approach I chose to take. Mehretu
expresses her contemporary life experiences through drawings highly responsive to the
economic and political pressures she faces. The expression of her reaction to these
situations becomes more pronounced when she utilises a wider and more varied range
of influences and elements from daily life. Mehretu uses graphic images and effects of
corporate logos, political posters, computer games, blueprints of certain buildings, and
cartographic plans of certain cities (fig. 43).129 These mark effects and graphical effects
had then been recycled in a visual interpretation which translates her interpretation of
a situation of a place or an event. Her artwork is interpreted as an open field ever ready
to illuminate on the complexities of contemporary life.130 Mehretu’s sensitivity in
gathering and translating visual elements from her living environment via micro
characteristic is a specific aspect which makes her art always significant in the context
of artistic expression regarding a certain place, time or history.
128 John A. Walker, “David Salle’s exemplary perversity,”
http://www.academia.edu/11998130/DAVID_SALLE_S_EXEMPLARY_PERVERSITY (accessed 9
December 2015).
129 Stout, Contemporary Drawing from the 1960s to Now, 137.
130 Ibid.
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In summary, all these three series of work were entirely made using the elements and
contexts related to Batu Aceh. In terms of medium, I employed the image transfer
technique to achieve visual effects different from those produced by the other
techniques I used previously. The Ballad of the Lost Map series gives a different kind of
effect and feels since I used poetry as the inspiration for creating these works.
Furthermore, the blurred and inverted images of maps metaphorically reflect the
process that I went through in order to understand the diverse aspects of Batu Aceh. I
combined maps that do not refer to or pinpoint any specific places, with clear images of
Batu Aceh to depict the situation I have experienced. The idea and imagination
concerning maps were instrumental in fuelling my creative energy, widening the
possibilities of my artistic expression, and eventually contributing to the overall
progress and development of this project.
The making of the drawings in the Ambiguous Map series was largely originally inspired
by the indecipherability of the epigraphic inscriptions on Batu Aceh. I employed images
of maps and the mapping process as a metaphor for expressing the difficulties I
encountered in my effort to understand the ideas and contexts behind these inscriptions.
The drawings feature ambiguous maps that are both unusable and uninterpretable.
In the final series (Layers of Context), photographic images dominate the pictorial space.
The edited images, including of flora and other cultural objects, present the various
contexts related to Batu Aceh. Richly juxtaposed with these images, the works represent
my attempt at addressing the diversity and complexity of Batu Aceh. The image editing
and compositional strategies that I applied here play important role in translating the
notion of diversity that I have in mind. The artworks also successfully encapsulate my
experiences of exploring the socio-cultural contexts of Batu Aceh. In this series, too, a
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poetic interplay between clarity and ambiguity is evident in the way that the
photographic images, supposedly capable of providing clear explanation, were used to
provide an interpretation of the diversity and complexity.
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Fig. 33. Location of Batu Aceh along Perak River, Malaysia. From Batu Aceh: Early
Islamic gravestones in Peninsular Malaysia, Museum Association of Malaysia, Kuala
Lumpur, 1988.
Fig. 34. Untitled, 2014, Image transfer on paper, 62 x 46 cm.
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Fig. 35. Ballad of the Lost Map, 2014, Image transfer on paper, 29.7 x 42 cm.
Fig. 36. Ballad of the Lost Map, 2014, Image transfer on paper, 29.7 x 42 cm.
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Fig. 37. Ambiguous Map , 2014, Image transfer on paper, 76 x 56.5 cm.
Fig. 38. Susanna Castleden, Through the other side and Back to front, 2013, Screen print,
Gesso andWatercolour on rag paper, 75 x 110 cm.
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Fig. 39. Zarina Hashmi, Dividing Lines , 2001, Woodcut on paper, 65.4 x 50.2 cm.
Fig. 40. Robert Rauschenberg, Sky Garden (Stoned Moon), 1969, Lithograph and Screen
print on paper, 226.1 x 106.7 cm.
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Fig. 41. Layers of Context 1, 2014, Image transfer on paper, 76 x 56.5 cm.
Fig. 42. Anonymous, Lingkaran, c. 20th C., Jati wood, 50 x 50 x 2 cm.
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Fig. 43. Julie Mehretu,Mogama Part 2, 2012, ink and acrylic on canvas, 457.2 x 365.8 cm.
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Conclusion
The focus of this project was on a particular type of gravestone known as Batu Aceh. In
these works, I illustrate my experiences of Batu Aceh within both personal or cultural
contexts. Additionally, on a more profound level, the presentation of these experiences
is also important as a way to memorialise and introduce this cultural object that has
become increasingly alien to the Nusantara Malay-Muslim communities. The
experiences had been interpreted into drawings and print media via several series of
artwork. In this instance, the artwork series were created as a metaphorical evocation
based on the experiences that I have had. I had employed various forms of technique
and utilised many different art mediums in order to support my artistic expression of
the experiences. They were highlighted in order to construct a sense of freshness and
significance within the artistic expression.
In the following paragraphs, I would like to briefly revisit the different phases of this
project, as well as the series of drawings involved in each phase. This is to provide a
brief overview and summary of the development in each phase; from the ideas,
techniques and expression. The first series created in the first phase is the Realistic
Approach series. It was created by utilising the realistic approach as means to satisfy my
desire to know more about Batu Aceh. Through the slow hatching and soft rendering
techniques, I attempted to discover and delved into the world of Batu Aceh. It was then
that I realised that what I knew was merely an external reality. I could not delve deep
into nor highlight my experiences regarding the gravestone. In the end, what is created
through this series is a representation of my visual experience of seeing Batu Aceh in a
realistic manner. In terms of its technique and formation, this series had successfully
fulfilled its goal of “copying” the Batu Aceh. However, contextually, the drawings in this
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series failed to emphasise the idea of my experiences with Batu Aceh at a more
meaningful level.
The use of computer technology to compose layers of images was indeed one of the vital
aspects of this project. I perceived these layered images of linear drawing as carrying
information about Batu Aceh. My perception, process and technique at this stage
brought a fresh, less emotional perspective to this series. Through the second series in
the first phase entitled Erasure, I had used the idea of erosion or erasure. This idea
refers to the culture of Batu Aceh, which I viewed as slowly being eroded or erased from
the lives of the Muslim Malay community in the Archipelago. Using the technique of
drawing and erasing, I first drew an image of Batu Aceh before proceeding to erase part
of the image. Through this technique and process, the idea of erosion or erasure had
been meaningfully translated. I had also begun paying attention to the matter of
technique and visual strategy in the context of expressing experiences or ideas.
The final series in the first phase is Opaque Black. Through this series of drawings, I was
able to highlight my personal experiences regarding the night time and darkness
associated with graveyards and Batu Aceh. My personal experience included the feeling
of fear and uncertainty. Using charcoal as the medium, I had intensively blackened the
whole drawing space before ‘drawing’ fine lines with an eraser in order to depict
memories of Batu Aceh shrouded in darkness. Charcoal in this series had been utilised
not only as an art medium for blackening the drawing space, but also as a metaphor of
darkness and the uncertainty I felt.
As a whole, the aspect of technique and medium was the focus of the first phase of this
project. The artwork produced in the first series had awakened me to the reality and
perception of drawings based on the needs of this project. The second and last series on
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the other hand, emphasised the aspect of technique and visual strategy based on the
requirements of the idea. As a result, a deeper engagement and reaction towards my
experiences was successfully triggered via the process of art creation. From the aspect
of medium, conventional mediums dominated the entire art creation process in this
phase. Hence, this phase can also be regarded as an initial phase in the process of
understanding the subject and pattern of expression which I wished to emphasise on.
The first drawing series in the second phase of this project is Linear Exploration 1. This
series marks an intensive exploration of linear elements via conventional mediums. In
this series too, I had given attention to general experiences involving Batu Aceh. From
the idea of general experiences, I focused on my inner voice as the core of my artistic
expression. Four approaches for linear exploration were highlighted in the series; and
these explorations were born out of urges and intuitions. Not all of the drawings created
met my expectations, but it was this series which had transported me deeper into the
depths of my emotions and experiences. In terms of the external effect, the drawings
created are more liberated and explorative in nature.
Linear Exploration 2 on the other hand, is the second series in this second phase.
Through this series, I shifted the technique and process of art creation via an
unconventional medium. By retaining the idea of general experiences involving Batu
Aceh, I now created the artwork through the Iris print. This technique involves
drawings created with a computer. In terms of effect, the lines I created were more
liberated, more convincing, and more compact compared to the ones created with
conventional medium. On the other hand, the emotions that the lines evoked hinted at a
myriad or mixture of emotions. Through the Iris print technique, I was able to utilise its
capacity to create artworks in a larger scale. Hence, the intensity and effect of the lines
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in question can be portrayed even more clearly. This art technique had assisted
tremendously in not only providing more means of expressing my experiences but also
in giving character to the lines generated.
In the third series of drawings of the second phase, I had employed bitumen in creating
my drawings. It focuses on my inner voice based on my general experiences involving
Batu Aceh. I found Bitumen to be highly unique, in terms of its application as well as the
distinctive symbolic effect it imparts. Its application had successfully triggered my
instincts to explore myself deeper. The intuitive exploration had loosened my control
over the technique and visual strategy I employed. This loosened control had prompted
two effects; firstly was the feeling of being free to explore, and secondly, a more abstract
art exploration. This had resulted in abstract drawings which embodied not only my
inner voice but also the characteristic of the bitumen itself.
All three series in the second phase of the project revealed how I began to intensively
enter the depths of my experiences. My intuition and inner voice had been the priority
in being the basis of my artistic expression. The exploration of a suitable medium and
technique were executed in order to translate that experience. The confidence to
explore the nature and technique of the medium existed through the understanding of
the idea of drawing as a speculative process and activity. Both the exploration of a
suitable medium and technique, and the idea of drawings as a process of speculation,
had translated the inner voice into a more meaningful artistic expression.
Meanwhile in the third phase of this project, I had produced three series of drawings.
The first series is called Ballad of the Lost Map. The original idea for this series involved
the location of Batu Aceh. Using the image of Batu Aceh and maps which had been
exploited as metaphorical entities, the idea was translated in the context of my journey
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in experiencing and understanding Batu Aceh through several contexts. A total of fifty
different artworks were as produced in this series, which explained the intensive
explorative nature on the idea of the journey which I undertook. I had made the thrust
on the exploration forward by not only looking deep into myself, but also by reviewing
suitable contexts of Batu Aceh, as well as using maps as metaphors and depictions of
what I had experienced and thought of.
In the series entitled Ambiguous Map, I had focused on the idea of Batu Aceh’s
incomprehensible cultural context. Through this series, I envisioned the cultural context
as an understanding that is simultaneously confusing. Black and white topographic
maps were used as the basis in translating the experience. The technique of randomly
stacking and combining several different maps was emphasised until a “newer” and
“confusing” map is created. This confusing “new map” which appears as a coastal or
island area depicts the location of Batu Aceh in the Archipelago through the perspective
of uncertainty and confusion which I experienced. The abstract quality and ambiguous
nature embodied by the “new map” are a precise metaphorical representation of what I
felt and thought of from the experience.
In the final series of this project, I developed the idea of Batu Aceh’s cultural context.
The basis is similar to the previous series, but the presentation method I chose for this
series was through the use of photographic images. In this series entitled Layers of
Context, photographic images from various sources relating to the cultural aspects of
Batu Aceh were edited and composed using various techniques and approaches. The
purpose is to translate the numerous yet unfathomable conditions or information on
Batu Aceh’s cultural context, as well as to give it a compact effect. The compact and
layered composition of images gives a confusing visual and relational indication. The
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imagery and presentation pattern highlighted through this art series is the feature
related to the process which I had undergone in observing and experiencing Batu Aceh’s
context, which I wished to highlight upon.
Through the third and final phase in this project, the process of art exploration had been
expanded via the idea of Batu Aceh’s cultural and contextual experiences. The process of
the techniques and approaches applied had been portrayed not only as a platform for
presenting ideas, but also as means to accentuate the characteristics of the medium
itself in the context of the idea being emphasised on. A more intensive and controlled
presentation method and approach is featured here compared to the previous artworks.
In this phase, the meaning is understood to be from the essence of the idea which
becomes the background for the art creation; yet at the same time, art creation is a
translation of the personal visual experience. This controlled state prompted a poetic
evocation through the artwork produced.
Through the expansion of exploration which had been summarised, the presentation
patterns had been explored and diversified in order to accentuate the metaphorical
evocations of the said experiences. The exploration and diversification of the techniques,
strategies and methods utilised had assisted in emphasizing these statements. In other
words, the drawing and print media in this case also functioned as a field for expressing
the essence of the experiences being turned into metaphors.
From another aspect, this project had offered a wider potential for the drawings and
print media to translate and interpret the experiences. Drawings are really translations
of the artist’s experiences, based on how he had viewed or thought of something. It is
also linked to the emotions expressed from sight and not merely about the vision itself.
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It had brought courage to explore the aspect of “the way I viewed and thought” through
comprehension of the speculation process in the drawings. Through the speculation
process in the drawings, it has been understood that drawings should not merely
become a process of copying; it should be a creative activity in exploring visual
possibilities.
In studying the drawings and print media, it was also realised that the artworks
provided a personal definition and standing of me being a male Malay Muslim. Every
time art is created, it was really a self-depiction, of my thoughts, and how things were
viewed or experienced. All those things came from the cultural background and values
which have influenced my life. The search for a better or more significant method and
technique to translate such experiences is akin to the search for a more precise
language for which to explain who I am and what my background is.
In terms of technique and art medium, it was realised over time that the application of a
technique or art medium is not the end or end purpose of an artwork. The technique
and art medium must be understood and utilised within the context of an idea, and must
function in the framework of the expression and evocation to be portrayed in the
artwork. It was this understanding which offered freedom from the clutches of
restrictive techniques. It had boosted my courage to look further inward and explore
the emotional aspects based on personal experiences. The external aspects involved,
such as the technique and art medium, are “vehicles” which will transport and
materialise the idea towards a meaningful and significant art form.
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It was through this project that a new experience had been created based on previous
ones. Formless experiences and emotions were successfully interpreted through
various visuals approached. The reality of this new experience is later realised; a reality
which is related personally and how I have seemingly only learned of several parts of
my personal self which had been forgotten or had never been discovered. Batu Aceh had
triggered the various aspects of my inner consciousness, which was then reflected and
acted as mirrors. Initially, the intention was only to share the experiences gained from it;
but over time, it was realised that the gravestone provided a bigger meaning beyond a
few experiences.
As similar to how my artworks mirrored and further identified myself, Batu Aceh also
allowed me to see a part of me, my values, and my origin. The gravestone served as a
reminder of one part of the cultural background and life values I had experienced. It
tells of the time of growing up in the midst of modernisation in a developing country
(Malaysia). The gravestone reminded me of the interactions between the emotions and
memories felt of it. Those emotions and memories also explained who I am. In other
words, there is now more awareness of the values which existed within me before.
Finally, Batu Aceh as the subject and artwork which was produced not only tells a
personal story; it had created various reactions of self-awareness within me, which will
be helpful in facing the future by not losing touch with the past.
Apart from my own personal interest, this project also has given me a great chance to
introduce Batu Aceh not only to non-Malays, but more importantly to the Nusantara
Malay-Muslim communities themselves, some of whom today may well be unaware of
the significance of this gravestone. Through this body of work, I highlight not only the
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subject of Batu Aceh but also some issues concerning the erosion of the knowledge and
culture surrounding Batu Aceh. Thus, this project can also serve as a reminder and
documentation regarding the current situation of Batu Aceh.
From another perspective, the importance of this project lies in offering an insight into
gravestones, particularly of the Batu Aceh type, and their connection with Malay-Muslim
communities in Nusantara. Today these artefacts are little discussed in this community.
I have highlighted this problem, and its impact, and my own sense of loss and have
expressed it metaphorically in these artworks. In seeking to interpret the Batu Aceh I
address, via prints and drawings, the notion of comprehending the incomprehensible.
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